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Editor’s Note

Dear Readers,

India Ideas Conclave 2014 was a maiden attempt by the India

Foundation to get nationalist thinkers across the world to spend a few days

together and debate the idea of India. It was the first such offsite where

eclectic ideas were contemplated and dwelled upon. The 300+ delegates

that attended the Conclave in the pristine and calm environs of Goa not

only got a chance to know each other but also to spend time putting their

views among a largely receptive crowd. The central theme of this conclave

was ‘Integral Human Development’ and we had taken extensive time to

structure the topics and the choice of speakers so that the topic could be

understood from a multitude of dimensions.

Ideas are the centre piece of all civlizational growth. Bharat had been

the global leader for centuries in providing ideas and concepts that changed

the direction of human development. He contribution as a fountainhead of

ideas is well recorded and accepted in the global annals of history. However,

in the last few hundred years she lost her edge for a variety of socio politico

reasons. She became a consumer rather than an originator of original ideas.

As a result both her presence and her leadership in global human affairs

slipped and she disappeared from the discourse of ideas. Time has now

come back for her to regain this pole position. She has to once demonstrate

that she has the capacity and capability to generate both original and new

ideas that solve human problems and provide humanity a sense of direction

and happiness.

We would have wanted all our readers to have participated in this event

in person. However, both the limitations of logistics and practicality

prohibited us from achieving this desirable objective. Hopefully as we make

this event and grow its scale and size we will be in a position to have many

more of you join us in person over the coming years. Meanwhile, in our

limited way we have tried to bring some elements of this conclave to you

through this special issue of the journal . We have tried to provide you an

overview of the programme, a short comprehensive report, white papers

presented and a few photographs of the days spent together in Goa.

We remain committed to the world of original ideas. We propose to make

this ideas conclave an annual feature and with support and blessings of

our well wishers we are confident that we will achieve this objective. We are

already on the job for organizing the next conclave and will revert back to

you in the coming months as we make further progress on the same. Please

keep writing to us on your ideas. We value them tremendously.
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he phrase “Idea of India” was first used by

Rabindranath Tagore in a letter to C. F

Andrews in 1921, writing that “the idea of India

is against the intense consciousness of the

separateness of one’s own people from others, which

inevitably leads to ceaseless conflicts”. He was

talking about India’s relation with the world and her

role in helping individuals attain salvation. Taking off

from that theme, the first India Ideas Conclave held

at Goa from December 19-21 in collaboration with

the state government, was the first step towards

creating the intellectual infrastructure for thinkers to

engage on important public policy issues and create

space for an alternative narrative of the India story.

The India Ideas Conclave identified Shri Deen

Dayal Upadhaya’s philosophy of integral human

development as the key theme. The Conclave held a

series of dynamic panel discussions and seminars on

various sub-themes, punctuated with keynote lectures

by thought leaders from around the world. The event

brought together 70 thinkers, ministers and politicians

from across the world, to address a select group of

over 400 participantsinclude eminent academics,

global CEOs, renowned scientists, technologists,

senior political thinkers and practitioners and media

luminaries. Over two days, there was a free flow of

intellectual discussion on economics, governance,

ideas of development, spirituality and dialogue

between civilizations.

The event was graced by the presence of senior

ministers of the government including ShriManohar

Parrikar (Union Minister of Defence, Government

of India) who attended the inaugural session, Shri

Suresh Prabhu (Union Minister of Railways,

Government of India), Smt. Sushma Swaraj (Union

Minister of External Affairs, Government of India)

who gave the valedictory address along with Swami

Dayananda Saraswati, Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman

(Union Minister of State with Independent Charge,

Commerce and Industry), Shri Piyush Goyal (Union

Minister of State with Independent Charge, Power,

Coal and New & Renewable Energy, Government

of India), and Shri Jayant Sinha(Union Minister of

State, Finance).Renowned spiritual leader and

founder of The Art of Living Foundation Sri Sri Ravi

Shankar, who was also the chairman of the organising

committee,gave the opening keynote which set the

tone for the entire conference. He focussed on the

need to revisit and learn from ancient India’s wisdom

on the path to the country’s transformation. Quoting

the Rig Veda, (Aano bhadra krtavo yantu vishwatah-

Let noble thoughts come to me from all directions),

he asked upon the participants to welcome ideas from

all sources for India’s transformation.

One of the most significantpanel discussions was

moderated by Shri Suresh Prabhu and saw four

leading economic experts- Shri Arvind

Panagriya,Lord Meghnad Desai, Shri Subramanian

Swamy and Shri Vallabh Bhansali – discuss the topic

“Reforms for the Welfare of the Last Man”.

Suggestions ranged from using Thorium to generate

nuclear power to creating a regulatory environment

that encourages start-ups in India. The discussion on

nature of economic reforms was later continued in a

panel headed by Shri Jayant Sinha on innovation and

entrepreneurship in which the participants highlighted

the need to drastically improve the ease of doing

business in India to ensure the success of Honourable

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s Make in India

campaign.

Another session on energy security that included

Shri Piyush Goyal and Shri Sumant Sinha (Founder

Chairman and CEO of ReNew Power Ventures Pvt.

Ltd) ideated on the reforms needed for the growth

A Clarion Call to Reimagine the Idea of India
*Apurv Kumar Mishra

*The author is a Young India Fellow
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of power sector and the role of non-renewable

sources of energy especially solar power in providing

energy security for India. Panel discussions on

“Gender Imperative” and “New Politics and New

Media” completed the set of debates analysing

domestic issues facing contemporary India. Both the

panels concluded that the general elections of 2014

had demolished several long-standing assumptions

about Indian society and polity and provided a unique

opportunity to reshape the contours of the debate on

feminism in India and the role of media in a

democracy.

Apart from economic reforms needed for

material prosperity of the country, the other major

idea discussed in the conference was the central

importance of our civilizational heritage in restoring

the spiritual well-being of the nation. In a session

titled “From the Past to the Present & Future”, Shri

Amish Tripathi debunked the Aryan Invasion theory

and Acharya David Frawley suggested the creation

of a new order of thinkers for the modern world in

who would use the tools of technology for a higher

idealism and self-transcendence.

Similar panel discussions were organised on the

topics “Where East Meets West” and “Learning to

Lead” in which Professor Dinesh Singh spoke about

the high quality of mathematics in ancient India. The

session “Religion- Tolerance and Terror’ saw a frank

discussion how terrorism is perceived around the

world. In another plenary on “Culture & Nation”,

Dr. Lokesh Chandra (President of Indian Council for

Cultural Relations) emphasised the idea that culture

is core and civilization is shell.

The final set of discussions revolved around

India’s position in the global orderwith panel topics

such as “Democracy in 21st century”, “World for

India” and “Enduring Peace in South Asia”. These

discussions witnessed the active participation of

several diplomats and foreign delegates including

former Turkish Presidential candidate and Secretary

General of OIC Dr. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu, Ruud

Lubbers (Former Prime Minister, Netherlands), Shri

G. Parthasarthy (Former Ambassador, India), H.E.

Lobsang Sangay (Sikyong, Central Tibetan

Administration, Dharamshala), Shri Jigmi Thinley

(former PM of Bhutan), Dr. Nyamdavaa Oidov

(Former Ambassador of Mongolia to India), Smt.

Veena Sikri (Former Ambassador, India), Dr.

Abdelsalam al-Majali (Former Prime Minister,

Jordan) and Shri Alojz Peterle (Former Prime

Minister, Slovenia) among other luminaries. Shri

Sangay’s speech stood in particular for his emphasis

that solving the Tibet issue was crucial to maintaining

enduring peace in South Asia.

The conference was a unique platform where

the country’s leading minds came together to

brainstorm an alternative “Idea of India”which

synthesized useful suggestions from all sources-

India’s ancient past, our neighbours, international best

practises in human development, intellectuals, domain

expertsand our spiritual gurus- to create a uniquely

Indian worldview and roadmap for the country’s

development. This conclave was just the first edition

of what promises to be an annual event to create a

credible and vibrant ecosystem for debate on India’s

national well-being.
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A Manifesto for Entrepreneurship in India

Executive Summary

ntrepreneurship in India is important for

both job creation and economic growth. Not

only are new enterprises responsible for almost

all new job creation, entrepreneurship has strong links

with growth drivers like technology development,

talent development and innovation. A study of the

entrepreneurship ecosystem in India reveals that

several factors, which are important for nurturing

entrepreneurship, are not well developed. An

education system that prefers tests over creativity

and lacks skills training has created a labor force

that scores low on entrepreneurial drive, innovation,

and employability. For the few that do strive to build

their own enterprises, access to capital is a major

hurdle. Poor intellectual property laws, taxation, and

burdensome exit procedures, further stunt

entrepreneurship. Investors face cumbersome rules,

barriers to exit, and therefore low returns on

investments.

In contrast, there are a few factors that are

working to spur entrepreneurship – increasing

number of mentoring networks and incubators; a

number of government initiatives that support

entrepreneurship both at the state and central level;

and a government that is committed to making doing

business in India easier.

This white paper makes several

recommendations that will further the cause of

building a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem. Listed

below are key short and long term recommendations:

Short Term Recommendations:

Celebrate a National Entrepreneurship Day:

 Institute a national entrepreneurship day during

WHITE PAPER

*Mukesh Chatter, Tarun Khanna,

Ashok Jhunjhunwala, Alok Mittal

*The authors are -  Mukesh Chatter, Entrepreneur, Ashok Jhunjhunwala, Professor, IIT Madras,  Tarun Khanna,

Professor HBS, Director, Harvard South Asia Institute,  Alok Mittal, Advisor, Canaan Capital

which entrepreneurial success from different

entrepreneurship programs is celebrated. Honor

winners of competitions, such as those between

entrepreneurs from different state initiatives, or

business plan competitions run by incubators.

 Examine how funds allocated for various

entrepreneurship initiatives have been used,

identifying what worked well, and what did not,

and accordingly plan allocation for future

initiatives.

Engage Corporate India in Boosting

Entrepreneurship:

 Consider using a small portion of CSR funds

towards industry university collaborative research

to aid technology development and introduce a

“practical” bent to education.

 Create incentives for companies to spend a

percentage of CSR on improving hands  on

science and math education of primary to high

school students in rural/semi  urban areas to

enhance creativity and curiosity – driven

education.

 Incentivize corporates to set up corporate venture

funds to spur the development of an industry/

consumer focused research ecosystem and enable

exits. Further,

consider preferential tax treatment for gains made

by corporate venture funds from such

investments.

Identify short term fixes to alleviate regulatory hurdles

to entrepreneurship:

Improve patent examination and approval process,

especially patent approval time by increasing

number and quality of patent examiners.

Address taxation issues and regulatory barriers –

E
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repeal the tax on angel investments, and alleviate

restrictions on financiers’ exit options.

Ease the process of shutting down a business,

since the time taken and effort involved have a

practical and psychological impact on the

entrepreneur’s ability and willingness to start over.

Longer Term Recommendations:

Develop Entrepreneurship among Women and

other Underrepresented Communities:

 Focus on efforts to train women and other

disadvantaged social groups.

Rationalize Government Efforts:

 Streamline the money allocated to incubators

through various government departments, so that

the pool of funds can be allocated based on

competition, rather than subject to automatic

renewal.

 Create a National Entrepreneurship Mission that

will oversee all government led entrepreneurship

initiatives and fund allocation, and will coordinate

with private sector efforts, rather than having

efforts fragmented across multiple ministries and

interest groups. Strengthen monitoring and

enforcement capabilities for such a mission.

Attach entrepreneurship to large scale

economic programs:

 Create incentive structures to develop new age

sectors like biotechnology, cybersecurity, and

green energy, etc., as part of the ‘Make in India’

initiative. Encourage knowledge flows into these

sectors to foster India’s competitiveness in the

world. This will improve export income, create

industry growth and enable talent development.

Introduction

This white paper aims to describe the entrepreneurial

fabric of India, and place entrepreneurial growth and

innovation at the heart of the economic development

policy discussion. Failure to promote entrepreneurship

has insidious effects: it creates reliance on

incumbents, both in the public and private sector, and

inevitable economic and social inertia. However,

nurturing entrepre-neurship requires creating a

societal fabric that ensures that the right talent is

nurtured and directed towards appropriate

opportunities, it receives the right form of capital

infusion and its ideas are protected appropriately. It

also requires physical and virtual facilities for idea

gestation and development to occur, and opportunities

for the entrepreneurs and investors to grow or to

‘exit’ to reap rewards commensurate with their

efforts and risk.

Our white paper first reviews the current state

of entrepreneurship in India. We then address the

key components of the entrepreneurial fabric in India,

specifically looking at current shortcoming and future

opportunities. Finally, we articulate a broad range of

recommendations that address short and long term

time horizons, different stakeholders within the fabric,

and diverse industries in which entrepreneurs operate.

The intent of the paper is to offer a broad

discussion regarding the entrepreneurial fabric of

India, including elements of strength, elements that

need reform and elements that have been previously

ignored. We do not intend to advocate a category of

business or industry that should be promoted at the

expense of others. Neither do we advocate following

in the footsteps of a particular success story, though

there is much to be learned from the successes and

failures of others. Finally, this white paper takes a

broad view of entrepreneurship, covering not just

companies that go public—a tiny fraction of

entrepreneurship in the world—but the day to day

entrepreneurship that generates more systemic

employment than its more flamboyant counterpart.

We will propose a customized approach suited to

India’s unique opportunities and needs.

Entrepreneurship in developing countries like

India is stifled by a range of so called ‘institutional

voids,’ the phenomenon of missing or under provided

supporting structures.1 Some of these fall in the

category of ‘hard infrastructure,’ the roads and power

plants that constrain all forms of economic activity,

but these are not generally specific to entrepre-

neurship. Perhaps more insidious is the absence of a
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variety of forms of ‘soft infrastructure,’ the rules and

procedures that prevent the efficient allocation of

talent, capital, ideas to their best entrepreneurial use.

So, we submit that there is no silver policy bullet

to promote entrepreneurship. For example, it is

simplistic to think that less regulation and more

funding, commonly espoused policies, will in and of

themselves promote vibrant and sustainable

entrepreneurship. Rather, government should think

of how it can ‘fill’ the institutional voids. It should not

“take over” the business of entrepreneurship, but

should act as a facilitator and creator of the

supportive ecosystem. In areas where it already has

a presence, for example in funding, the government

could focus on monitoring output rather than simply

measuring inputs. In areas where there are gaps, in

both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ infrastructure, the government

is in the unique position of formulating policy that

provides a fillip to entrepreneurship.

The system should ideally direct resources

towards a diverse pool of talented and creative

entrepreneurs from multiple fields and with wide

ranging ideas. This requires broad policy initiatives,

ranging from long term institutional changes in the

education sector to more immediate issues

surrounding tax, bankruptcy and intellectual property

laws. However, certain (really) long term measures

that will eventually help entrepreneurship, like

increasing literacy, have been left out as the paper

focuses more on factors that have a plausibly

proximate causal relationship with entrepreneurship.

Background

India’s demographic dividend has been much touted

– while a substantial portion of post independence

India’s population consisted of young children, by

2020, 63% of India’s population will be of working

age. 2 McKinsey estimates that India’s working age

population will grow by 69 million between 2012 and

2022.3 Cashing in on this dividend will require India

to create 69 million additional appropriate jobs, as

well as jobs for those that are currently unemployed.

Estimates indicate that to pursue an inclusive reform

agenda, India needs 115 million additional non farm

jobs in the next decade.4

Creating new business is a key component of

job creation. Therefore, developing and sustaining a

vibrant entrepreneurial fabric is one policy option that

should be part and parcel of any economic

development plan. Entrepreneurs create jobs, build

wealth and infuse new ideas, technology and

enthusiasm into economies. Furthermore, the

innovation that takes shape in the private sector often

spills over into areas of social need such as affordable

healthcare, clean water and sanitation, public safety

and post harvest agricultural processing.

Experts believe that new businesses account for

much new job creation5 —in the United State of

America (US), new businesses were responsible for

creating on average one million jobs annually as

compared to 300,000 by ten year old firms.6 In fact,

companies less than a year old have created an

average of 1.5 million jobs per year over the past

three decades in the US.7 Similarly, Israel saw

unemployment fall from 9% in 2000 to 5.5% in 2011

as new businesses grew 23% over the same period.8

Conversely, in India, only 0.09 companies were

registered for every 1,000 working age person—

among the lowest rates of G20 countries in 2011.9

The Global Entrepreneurship monitor that tracks

entrepreneurial activity, found that new business

ownership rate for India in 2013 was the same as in

2008.10 To create new jobs, India must move beyond

its reliance on IT achievements and the industrial

conglomerates that drove earlier post  liberalization

growth. For example, India needs to develop

technological capabilities to serve the requirements

of its core industries – capital goods used in

manufacturing industries are mostly imported, as are

electronic goods.

While entrepreneurship is not new to India, its

capacity has not been fully realized — the MSME

(micro, small and medium enterprises) sector

contributes to only 17% of GDP as compared to 85%

in Taiwan, 60% in China and 50% in Singapore.11

This is largely because there are gaps in the enabling
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ecosystem—India ranks in the fourth quartile among

the G20 countries in a ranking of ecosystems that

boost entrepreneurial activity.12 Moreover, a recent

survey of Indian entrepreneurs revealed that only

18% of respondents felt that the government had taken

satisfactory measures to nurture start ups as

compared to 37% in China.13 Similarly, a survey of

entrepreneurial eco systems found that only 37% of

Indian respondents believed that there was an

availability of eco system pillars in the country.a

Among Asian countries, India ranked lowest in the

availability of entrepreneurial eco system pillars,

while Singapore was ranked the highest.14

Just as boosting entrepreneurship can lead to

growth and job creation, failing to promote

entrepreneurship and new businesses can lead to

stagnation. One of the reasons for the current

stagnation in Europe is the relatively lower

investments made in new businesses.b During 2003

to 2013, total venture capital investment in Europe in

business and finance, information technology and

consumer services, was a fraction of the investment

in the US.

The Indian market is characterized by different

customer segments, income levels and diverse

industries. Infrastructural and informational

challenges differ across these sub– segments, so

spurring entrepreneurship can be systemically harder

in certain areas. Conversely, some sectors provide

vast opportunities for growth. For example, the auto

components sector is expected to see substantial

growth as India moves from being the world’s

seventh largest automobile manufacturer in 2014 to

the fourth largest in 2015.15 Sectors like IT

infrastructure, biotechnology, healthcare and

education, too are poised to grow several times in

size over the next couple of years. c Of course, these

projections are predicated on ‘business as usual’

assumptions regarding entrepreneurial growth of new

enterprises; were the latter to take off, the growth

might be much greater, especially in sectors like

life sciences and automobiles with a global ‘wind in

the sails.’

The State of Play

In this section we undertake a discussion of the

limitations and opportunities of the factors that form

the core of India’s entrepreneurial fabric – talent,

capital, and the ecosystem of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’

infrastructure. In addition, we also discuss India’s

exit environment, since it is an important consideration

for investors.

Talent

For entrepreneurial endeavors to succeed there needs

to be a strong talent pool. Entrepreneurs need to

exhibit an ability to take risks, self confidence,

independence and creativity. Additionally, they need

a potential workforce—especially at the early

stages—with some of the same traits to help them

bring their ideas to fruition.

Current Limitations of India’s

Entrepreneurial Talent:

 An educational system geared towards traditional

fields and professions with a limited focus on

creativity and innovation.

 Cultural pressure against pursuing careers in

entrepreneurship.

 A skill shortage accompanied by an exclusion of

certain skilled students from the existing

ecosystem and a loss of skilled talent to

opportunities abroad.

A robust education system that encourages

creativity and innovation is a critical success factor

for fostering entrepreneurship. A 2008 survey by the

National Knowledge Commission (NKC) found that

95% of entrepreneurs consider education a critical

factor for success and 53% of these consider

education a key trigger in evoking entrepreneurial

inclinations. Unfortunately, a survey of entrepreneurial

eco systems found that only 22% of Indian

respondents believed that education and training were

adequate in the country, the lowest score amongst

all the regions surveyed.d

The Indian school system is geared towards

specific curriculums and quantitative skills. At the

primary level there is a rigid overly prescribed
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curriculum and an emphasis on rote memorization.

Even elite private and international schools throughout

India adhere to strict test based curriculums—a

demand of their parents and admissions boards at

Indian universities. Therefore, soft skills—

collaboration, interpersonal engagement, creativity

and critical thinking—are ignored in favor of single

minded test preparation. In a survey of Indian

teachers, 92% of respondents were of the opinion

that due to exam preparation, students have reduced

focus on academic, cognitive as well as vocational

skills. Supporting the results, a survey of Indian

graduates revealed that no more than 25% could apply

abstract concepts to solve a real world problem in

the fields of finance and accounting. Conversely, over

50% of participants were able to answer question

related to definition based concepts on the same topic.

In comparison, while US students do not fare that

well in mathematics and science,e they have access

to a more diverse and multi disciplinary curriculum

that cultivates creativity, risk  taking and a broader

perspective on job possibilities.

Hence, by the time students in India reach higher

education levels they lack creativity, critical thinking

skills and the open mindedness to be successful

innovators and entrepreneurs. The Global Innovation

Index 2014 ranks India 76 out of 143 countries, a ten

place drop from its position in 2013, and the lowest

among all the BRIC nations.16 The study pinpoints

India’s state of education as its most acute challenge

in becoming more innovative.

In addition, Indian students are conditioned to

pursue high status and well paid positions with

reputable national and multi national corporations as

these are the main indicators of success. Cultural

expectations play a powerful role in these career

decisions. The salary and stability of such jobs are

critical for young (especially male) professionals

preparing for marriage and older professionals who

are beginning to consider the costs of caring for elderly

or retired parents. Parents—concerned about their

children’s prospects and their own old age security—

reinforce these impulses. Therefore, young workers

or students find it very difficult to pursue the risky

and financially uncertain world of entrepreneurship—

either as a founder or early employee. Some would

be hires spurn offers to join startups as they desire

high salaries and fail to value equity appropriately. In

an employment survey, only 6% of engineers had

startup companies as their first job preference.17

Furthermore, Indian entrepreneurs do not have the

tolerance for failure, a trait considered by many a

requisite for future success. Due to the cultural stigma

of failure, up to 60% of failed entrepreneurs return

to large companies instead of trying out a new idea

or improving the original.18 The World Economic

Forum survey of entrepreneurial eco systems found

that only 17% of Indian respondents stated that the

so called “cultural support pillar” was available in

the country. This was the lowest score amongst all

the regions surveyed.19

Women face many of the same pressures as their

male counterparts. However, additional social and

cultural constraints compound the problem. In addition

to bucking professional expectations, women can

expect potential clients, partners or investors to

question whether they will marry, if they will take

time off to have kids, or if they will give up their

business to accommodate a husband’s career. Finally,

there is rising concern that safety issues will prevent

women from travelling—and therefore working—

freely throughout India.

This cultural bias also plays out in a preference

for careers like engineering and management —in

2011-2012, of the total students enrolled in higher

educational institutions – 17.5% in commerce/

management and 16% in engineering as compared

to 1.8% in law and 3.6% in education.20 However,

India also needs urban planners, demographers,

architects, artists, movie producers and many others.

The Indian education system does not promote these

careers on the same footing as more traditional

careers. Neither is there a system of talent

assessment and associated counseling that could steer

young people towards different educations. Of late,

there have been some efforts in this direction. The
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National Skill Development Council has launched an

initiative to encourage young people to voluntarily join

skill development by providing them with a reward

for successful completion of approved training

programs. It is collaborating with various agencies

like Aspiring Minds to assess candidates’ aptitude

for particular courses. 21 However, these efforts are

far and few and need to be supported, strengthened

and replicated across the country.

The decisions young people make based on

cultural pressure have an impact on university course

offerings. As universities supply the courses

demanded by students, a glut of business, engineering

and IT focused curriculums are found in Indian

institutions. Only a small number of elite institutes,

such as the Indian Institute of Management,

Bangalore; Indian School of Business and SP Jain

Institute of Management & Research, offer

coursework in entrepreneurship. The limited number

of faculty with either practical or academic

experience with entrepreneurship—especially

practitioners working as university instructors—

makes it difficult for young entrepreneurs to find

mentors. Additionally, since academic institutions have

stringent requirements regarding academic

qualifications of faculty members, practitioners are

often simply not eligible to work as university

instructors. Consequently, entrepreneurs that do make

the leap often lack both the hard business skills and

“soft” personal attributes needed to succeed as

entrepreneurs.

Another big problem is the lack of skills. The

2008 NKC survey revealed that 45% of entrepreneurs

considered skill shortage to be a problem of ‘average

importance’, while nearly one in three entrepreneurs

considered it ‘somewhat difficult’ or ‘very difficult’

to find employees with the right skills. According to

the government¹s own analysis, of the 12 million

university and technical college graduates produced

every year, only 10% have the skills needed to join

the workforce. Further, according to a survey by

Aspiring Minds, 47% of graduates are not employable

in any sector of the knowledge economy   less than

20% engineers are employable for software jobs and

7.5% are employable for core engineering jobs.22 This

deficit in employability is accompanied by a

significant demand across sectors for manpower at

different skill levels —on average 18.4 million people

per sector.23 To address this gap, the government

under its National Skill Development Mission has set

a target of training 500 million people by 2022.

To make matter worse, many potential

entrepreneurs often face discrimination based on the

ranking of universities they graduate from and the

assumptions made by the labor market about such

graduates. In 2014, 41% of employable graduates in

accounting hailed from colleges outside the top 30%

of ranked schools.24 Amongst IT graduates 36% of

those with employable skill graduate were from

colleges outside the top 30%. Similarly, 70% of

employable engineers graduate from lesser known

colleges.25 Due to assumptions made about top tier

schools   and the quality of their graduates   these

talented students are often over looked by firms who

only recruit from reputed colleges and universities.
26 Job candidates for engineering positions from a

tier 3 college are 24% less likely to get the job than a

tier 1 student of equal merit. Should the tier 3

candidates get the job, they will receive substantially

lower salaries. This creates an inequality in the job

market and reduces firms’ access to a large set of

meritorious students.27

Students and would be entrepreneurs from cities

(Tier 2 and Tier 3), small towns and rural areas face

a unique set of challenges. Firstly, cultural

expectations and traditions tend to be stronger in

these areas. Second, fewer universities are

accessible, curriculum offerings are limited and there

are virtually no on line courses for students that lack

access to institutes. Therefore, even entrepreneurially

minded students find few faculty or course offerings

to help guide them. Finally, students from smaller

towns have inferior English and computer skills

compared to their larger city counterparts. Moreover,

even if they move to a business hub such as Mumbai

or Bangalore, they are unable to bridge the skills gap
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which ultimately dampens their employability

prospects.28 Research on software firms in India has

demonstrated that employees hired from remote

geographic areas outperform employees hired from

non remote locations. Some companies are realizing

this, and proactively devising systems to leverage this

high ability under utilized talent.29 Their success in

being able to leverage this underutilized talents

indicates that this problem can be solved. Further,

encouraging entrepreneurship among this subset of

meritorious students could be one solution to the

employability problem.

Finally, India¹s talent pool has been diminished

by the loss of talented students to foreign universities.

While the pull to the US and Europe dwindled

following the 2008 economic crisis, low levels of

growth coupled with rising unemployment in India

has rekindled the traditional brain drain pipeline. The

number of Indians studying in the US—undergraduate

and graduate—rose 26% during the 2013-2014

academic year over the previous year. Sixty five

percent of students were studying engineering,

computer sciences and IT support.30 Many students

immediately find jobs with companies eager to hire

foreign talent. India and China are the biggest

contributors to the 75% of migrant inventors that

move to the United States.31

Such brain drain can have positive effects. In a

recent report, the World Bank estimated that with 14

millionf Indian born people living outside the country,

India would continue to remain the largest recipient

of remittance flows in 2014.32 However, India needs

to devise mechanisms to leverage its diaspora to

enhance knowledge inflows and attract talented

Indians working abroad. This is especially important,

because return migration is often concentrated among

the most successful and highly educated migrants.33

India could do well to encourage this reverse flow of

talent, as has China.g

Opportunities to Develop the Talent Sector:

 Growth of professional networking and mentoring

relationships

 Increased academic and State effort to boost

entrepreneurship

A positive trend in India’s entrepreneurial fabric

is the growing number of platforms for mentoring

and professional networking. This is being boosted

by technology. The Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE), the

global network of professionals and entrepreneurs

that provides mentoring, networking, incubating and

funding support, has 14 chapters across India. It has

largely been understood—and the notion is picking

up steam in India—that mentor mentee relationships

are beneficial to the entire entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Mentors gain experience in angel investing, and

insights into new businesses in their sector. Meanwhile

mentees gain invaluable advice, access to capital,

potential beta testers and opportunities to create

synergies in the sector. 34 In addition to mentoring

platforms, networks like Honey Bee Network

promote traditional knowledge and grassroots

innovations by connecting holders of traditional

knowledge with entrepreneurs, academicians, policy

makers, etc.

Increasingly, academic institutes are integrating

the pursuit of entrepreneurship as a viable option for

students. While specialized courses may still be far

and few, some of the Indian Institutes of Technology

(such as Bombay, Guwahati and Madras) are

allowing students that want to pursue their

entrepreneurial dream, the option of deferring their

placements.35 Hence, in case the students’ ventures

do not take off, they can come back to the academic

institution and seek its support in being placed, i.e.

finding an appropriate job. This gives students a fall

back option, making failure a little less daunting.

The government too has shown a recent

willingness to prioritize entrepreneurship, creating a

Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.

The ministry will take over related portfolios that had

until recently been held by the Ministry of Micro,

Small & Medium Enterprises (MSME) and the

National Skill Development Agency (NSDA).36 The

declared early goals of the ministry are to streamline

processes making it easier to do business and support

the growth of entrepreneurship.37
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Several states have introduced schemes and

initiatives to boost entrepreneurship. The start up

policy of the state government of Kerala focuses its

efforts on promoting entrepreneurship amongst

students. A new policy set to be announced in late

2014, aims to create entrepreneurial infrastructure

at local universities and colleges—incubators and

specially designed classes—while also providing

students with incentives to participate in such

programs.38 Students who participate in these

programs and join start up teams will receive bonus

points on term end examinations and be allowed to

miss extra class time without facing censure.

Additionally, the university and college based centers

will be connected through a dedicated electronic

platform to encourage collaboration, sharing and

mentorship. Through a dedicated fund, the state of

Kerala has also proposed setting up incubators

independent from universities and a specially designed

lab to allow prototyping of hardware products.39 The

state of Rajasthan has placed a similar emphasis on

incubation to spur entrepreneurship. In June 2013,

the State signed a memorandum of understanding

with IIM Ahmedabad’s Centre for Innovation,

Incubation and Entrepreneurship to establish a Jaipur

based incubation center known as ‘Startup Oasis’.

 Table 1: Examples of State Efforts to Boost Entrepreneurship40 
   

State  Initiative 

Gujarat  The State has aided the establishment of the Entrepreneurship 
  Development Institute of India, as well as a Center of Excellence in 

  Entrepreneurship & Technology that operates its own independent 
  incubator. 

Karnataka  As part of its support to developing the ‘Karnataka New Age Incubation 
  Network’, the State has granted Rs.5 lakh to nine colleges to fund 
  research that seeks to solve local problems. The State also provides a 
  plug and play facility with internet available at reasonable cost to 
  entrepreneurs. The State also plans to set up two new venture funds and 
  a network of incubators. 

Maharashtra  The Maharashtra Department of Industries has created an independent 
  body, the Maharashtra Centre for Development, which offers 
  entrepreneurship training programs. The State also offers incentives 
  such as power subsidies and tax refunds to entrepreneurs in backward 
  areas. 

West Bengal  The State has launched a single window for all information and 
  applications related to setting up an enterprise. The State has also tied 
  up with IIM Calcutta to train officials with the skills necessary to assist 
  and educate aspiring entrepreneurs. The State in partnership with 
  Bengal’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry, has established an 

  institute that offers structured and training programs related to 
  entrepreneurship. 
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Capital

While many entrepreneurs self fund their early

endeavors—or raise money from family and

friends—larger infusions of capital are needed to

achieve scale and have a substantial impact on the

market. Therefore, entrepreneurs depend on a

vibrant network of funding sources.

Current Limitations of India’s Entrepreneurial

Capital:

Narrow focus of Venture Capitalists

Limited number of Corporate Venture Capital

firms

Lack of debt funding

Burdensome regulations that restrict availability

of funds

In India, startups and entrepreneurs struggle to

obtain funding. Entrepreneurs need access to angel

investors and venture capital firms who understand

entrepreneurial risks and have experience mentoring

early stage companies. Funding is particularly

challenging for entrepreneurs as they are forced to

divert time and focus away from building their core

product. In the lightning fast IT and mobile markets,

for example, this can be a life or death decision. In

India, entrepreneurs spend an average of four to five

times more effort raising funds as their American

counterparts.41

In India, there exists a huge scarcity in the capital

actually available to entrepreneurs and startups. In

the first half of 2014, private equity (PE) and venture

capital firms invested in 229 deals worth $4.9 billion

(Rs.29,400 crores), a 35% increase from a year

earlier.42 However, like the year before, much of this

capital was directed at e commerce firms. Therefore,

despite some improvements in aggregate investment,

large swathes of the Indian economy and many

entrepreneurs are struggling to secure capital. In

comparison, the total venture capital invested in the

US during the first half of 2014 was diversified across

several sectors   44% in software, 13% in

biotechnology and 11% in media and entertainment.43

The problem of raising capital begins at the seed

funding and angel stage. Angel investors traditionally

fill the void between startups that are bootstrapped

(self funded) and venture capitalists (VCs) looking

to make still high risk investments in more developed

startups. However, the angel network in India is

underdeveloped. In the first half of 2014, early stage

deals received $622 million (Rs.3,732 crores) of

funding. While an improvement of 60% over the same

period in 2013, the level of investment fell far short

of what Indian entrepreneurs demanded.44 Angel

investments in India comprise only 7% of early stage

investing as compared to 75% in the US. This means

Figure 1: Example of Stages in a Startup’s Funding Cycle
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that only people with existing resources manage to

start business while large swathes of talent are

excluded.45

In more developed markets, VCs are one

traditional source of early stage startup funding.

However, in India, VCs tend to prefer later stage

type funding which would ideally attract PE

investments. They want to invest in companies that

have moved past their initial experimentation to the

point of beginning to generate revenues – over a third

of investments in 2013, were in companies at the

revenue generation stage.46 These are deemed to be

more conducive to a financial exit. A number of

venture capital firms are staffed by personnel that

command high salaries, and are located in up scale

urban commercial districts. In order to earn return

on capital to offset such high overhead costs, venture

capital firms often prefer to make large investments

in a handful of companies, often in the range of Rs.3

crores to Rs.5 crores. Consequently, smaller startups,

that need funding in the range of Rs.25 lakh to Rs.50

lakh, are often overlooked. In addition, there is some

concern among the entrepreneurial community that,

since most VCs operating in India are funded by

overseas entities, they tend to be conservative in their

investment decisions.

The Indian venture capital ecosystem is also

characterized by a lack of corporate venture capital

(CVC) firms. CVCs are an important facet of well

functioning systems. They are an important source

of financing—in the third quarter of 2014, CVCs in

the US accounted for 10% of all venture dollars

invested and 17.2% of all venture deals.47 They also

offer some other advantages—expertise, reputation

and technical knowledge—when they invest in

startups that have synergies with their companies.

Research has shown that where such synergies exist,

corporate venture capital can be more efficient than

independent venture capital.48 Conversely, when

CVCs stray away from their larger mandate, these

advantages may be lost. However, they can be

particularly beneficial in directing technological flows

from the parent company to the startup. While Indian

corporates have entered venture funding, such as

Future Ventures, the investment arm of Future group,

such instances are few. For Indian companies to

optimally leverage startups, they will need to view

such startups as complementary entities and sources

of human capital, not only as sources of salaried

employees.

Indian entrepreneurs also lack access to debt

funding. Banks, which tend to lend very

conservatively, demand cash flow or collateral for

financing. These are two assets most young

entrepreneurs do not possess. In addition, loan sizes

are small and banks often have stringent recovery

procedures that can act as deterrents for

entrepreneurs trying to leverage the available finance.

This is a significant hurdle, especially since different

entrepreneurs, especially micro, small and medium

enterprises (MSMEs) require different mixes of

equity and debt funding. The International Finance

Corporation (IFC) estimated that in 2012 there

existed close to a $58.6 million (Rs.352 crores) of

debt gap for MSMEs.49 On the other hand, venture

debt recognizes entrepreneur’s need for flexibility,

and provides cash flow between rounds of

investment, without requiring the dilution of equity.

While institutions like the Small Industries

Development Bank of India, KKR Financial services,

the non banking financial company arm of PE fund

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, Silicon Valley Bank India

Finance have begun providing venture debt in India,

much more needs to be done.

Women in India fully or partially own roughly

three million small enterprises, which employ over

eight million people.50 In addition, women own 14%

of registered and 9% of unregistered micro, small

and medium enterprises.51 However, like their male

counterparts, female entrepreneurs struggle to gain

adequate financing, both debt and equity. In 2012,

female entrepreneurs had access to only 27% of an

estimated $158 billion (Rs.948,000 crores) of needed

debt capital from formal lenders, including banks,

cooperatives, micro lenders and other non  banking

finance companies.52 Conversely, male
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entrepreneurs received roughly 70% of their financing

from formal lenders. A significant factor in the

discrepancy is long standing inheritance and land laws

that prevent female ownership of assets that can be

used as collateral for access to debt financing through

loans. New attitudes towards women need to be

adopted and avenues of financing opened, to meet

the needs of women entrepreneurs. One avenue that

could be leveraged to bridge the gap is micro finance.

Currently, more than 90% of India’s 90 million plus

microfinance clients are women.53

India’s laws and regulatory framework also

affect the availability of investment capital. Most

directly, the Indian regulations prohibit foreign

investors from taking debt in a local company, thus

limiting financing to pure equity.54 The foreign capital

that does enter the country is highly controlled and

subject to intense scrutiny which sometimes results

in complex workarounds through tax havens such as

Mauritius or Cyprus. Access to domestic investment

capital is no easier. In 2012, the government, through

the 2012 budget, levied a tax on startups that received

angel funding from a resident Indian investor. This

so called “angel tax,” was left intact in the 2014

budget. Such measures punish startups that gain early

investment, further push startups to seek funding from

later stage investors like VCs, and force startups to

leave India as a last resort. Sometimes, startups also

face additional pressures to register in the home

country of the VC from which they are raising funds.

Opportunities to Develop the Capital
Sector:

 Improved support by the government including

funding and capacity building grants given to

regional incubators.

 Increased emphasis on novel financial sources,

including crowdfunding, funding from foundations

and impact investing.

Despite the overall insufficiency of capital,

especially debt capital and capital for small startups,

some positive trends are emerging in India’s funding

ecosystem. For its part, the government has placed

an emphasis on improving availability of funds for

startups and the development of incubators and

accelerators. As of 2012 2013, the National Science

& Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board

had established over 68 Science and Technology

Entrepreneurship Parks (STEPs) and Technology

Business Incubators (TBIs).

Enterprises supported by the TBIs have generated

approximately 32,000 new jobs and a turnover of

Rs.1,500 crore in 2012 2013.55 The Department of

Biotechnology too has established Biotech parks and

incubators in cities like Lucknow, Hyderabad, and

Bangalore, to aid biotech startups and promote public

private partnerships.56 In addition, the government

has set up a $2.2 billion (Rs.13,200 crores) venture

fund for supporting drug discovery and research

infrastructure development projects in

biotechnology.57

The 2014 2015 Budget allocated Rs. 10,000 crore

($1.66 billion) for setting up a fund of funds that will

providing equity through venture capital funds, quasi

equity, soft loans and other risk capital specially to

encourage new startups by youth to be set up. In

addition, it has allocated an initial sum of Rs.100

crores to set up a “Start Up Village Entrepreneurship

Programme” which will aim at encouraging rural

youth to take up local entrepreneurship programs.

Despite the publicity of the investment, experts have

argued that it falls short of what is actually needed.

A 2012 Planning Commission report estimated that

the government needed to invest $55 billion

(Rs.330,000) across venture capital, angel, incubator

seed funding and debt, to grow 10,000 startups which

would eventually yield 2500 high growth startups. 58

Additionally, the application/disbursement process can

be too conservative, too bureaucratic and often

encumbered by corruption or the avoidance of the

‘perception’ of corruption.

Sensing the lack of early stage capital and its

effect on the pipeline for later stage funding, some

PE firms are investing in the VC space and VCs in

the angel space. One example of this is Cisco

Investments, the venture capital arm of CISCO,
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which made an additional allocation of $40 million

(Rs.240 crores) to fund early stage firms in India

under the India innovation theme in 2014.59

Innovative funding models, such as crowdfunding

are also being experimented with and are beginning

to have an impact. For example, LetsVenture, a deal

making crowd funding platform founded in 2013,

grooms promising ventures and connects them with

investors. The platform has a network of 1,900

startups, 725 investors from 19 countries, and has

closed 17 rounds of funding in amounts ranging from

Rs.50 lakhs to Rs.5 crores. While Indian laws do not

specifically regulate equity investment through the

crowdfunding platform, the Securities and Exchange

Board of India is currently examining the possibility

of allowing only accredited investors to invest in

startups through crowdfunding.60 It is also considering

capping the number of investors at 200. While these

provisions relate only to equity crowdfunding and not

donations or grants, a portion of the startup

community believes that such regulations could prove

to be a regressive measure.61 There are also

instances of hybrid deals in the seed and early stage

where a strategic group of angel investors are co

investing with institutional investors. Another

phenomenon is the rise of seed camps—similar in

spirit to job and education fairs— where institutional

investors connect with potential startups.62

Larger Indian companies and conglomerates as

well as large foundations have also launched initiatives

to spur financing of small enterprises. In 2014, car

giant Mahindra launched its Rise Prize, a $1 million

(Rs.6 crores)—$700,000 (Rs.4.2 crores) for a

driverless car design and $300,000 (Rs.1.8 crores)

for solar power designs—competition to spur

innovation within the Indian private sector. The Bill

& Melinda Gates Foundation, in association with the

Department of Biotechnology and the Biotechnology

Research Assistance Council, launched “The

Reinvent the Toilet Challenge: India” to address

India’s sanitation problem. Of the six innovations

picked to receive the $2 million (Rs.12 crores) grant,

two are startups.

Firms that require impact investing—ventures

that not only offer a return on investment, but target

specific social needs—are often even more starved

for early stage capital as compared to their

counterparts. This is largely because they offer

returns on investment over much longer time horizons.

However, with the establishment of institutions like

Omidyar Networks and Acumen Fund, there is a

growing interest in and availability of funds for impact

investment in India. Between 2000 and February

2014, $1.6 billion (Rs.9600 crores) has been invested

in over 220 enterprises. However, impact investing

is still skewed towards certain sectors, 70% of the

aforementioned investment has been in microfinance

and financial inclusion. More recently, in the first half

of 2014, over two thirds of impact investments were

directed at the affordable healthcare, renewable

energy and skill development fields.63 For instance,

there is a new colony of medical startups near the

IIT Delhi and AIIMS that are developing new business

models for affordable care hospitals and remote

diagnostic tools to reach rural communities.64

The Indian government too has undertaken

measures to promote impact investment. The National

Innovation Council and the Ministry of Micros, Small

and Medium Enterprises launched an India Inclusive

Innovation Fund with an initial corpus of Rs.500 crores

in January 2014. The goal of the initiative is to create

a new class of capital, which will help improve

entrepreneurial skills and encourage innovation, which

will address the needs of the people at the base of

the economic pyramid. The fund will expand to Rs.

5,000 crores over a 2 year period.

The Enabling (or Disabling?)
Environment Surrounding Startups

Current Limitations of India’s Entrepreneurial

Facilities:

Complex and burdensome laws and regulations,

coupled with a prevalence of bureaucratic red tape

and the “Inspector Raj”

Generalized and widespread infrastructure deficit

According to the World Bank’s Doing Business
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2015 listing, India ranks last among BRICS countries

in ease of doing business, and 142 out of 189

countries.65 Policies that are particularly undermining

business growth and entrepreneurship are restrictions

on foreign investment and ownership, a complicated

tax code, and the infamous “Inspector Raj”   the

complex system of regulations, licensing and other

red tape involved with starting and operating a

business. Finally, corruption is endemic in India. In

2013, Transparency International ranked India 92 out

of 177 countries on corruption.66

In addition to the daunting number of procedures

required to start a business, India’s intellectual

property regime is also viewed as being weak. India

has been ranked at the bottom of US Chamber of

Commerce’s Global Intellectual Property Center’s

ranking of 25 countries, in terms of its intellectual

property environment. 67 This perception is largely

driven by weak enforcement of intellectual property

rights, rather than the laws themselves. While

compliant with the WTO Agreement on Trade

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights,

Indian IP laws are subject to administrative

bureaucracy. For example, to prevent goods infringing

on copyrights and trademarks from crossing

international borders, the IP holder needs to first make

an application to the Registrar of Copyrights, who

must conduct an investigation and pass an order. Only

once an order certifying that the goods infringe on

IPR has been passed, can the customs officials

confiscate the goods.68

Experts also estimate that it takes on average 5

to 7 years to process a patent application, as compared

to 2 years in the United States.69 India had 140 patent

examiners in 2005 2006, and 201 patent examiners

in 2012 2013.70 This increase is not enough to deal

with the increase in number of patents during the

same period. In 2005, there were 56,171 pending

patent applications; this has increased to 194,000 in

2013.71 This is a disadvantage as a weak IPR regime

reduces incentives for entrepreneurs to invest in

innovation and research.

Further, laws related to taxation are particularly

difficult for startups to navigate and deter many from

starting enterprises in the first place. At the heart of

the tax issue is India’s federal system. Twenty eight

states levy 28 sales taxes and have individual

procedures to obtain a sales tax license. Therefore,

any business that covers more than one state must

navigate multiple tax systems. Such a bureaucratic

feat would be challenging in the most hospitable of

regulatory environments. The problem is magnified

for an entrepreneur who does not have the time and

focus to invest in the processes or the money to hire

administrative staff to tackle the issues. Like

financing, the time expended on complying with tax

related procedures could mean losing a product’s

competitive edge. While the proposed General Sales

Tax (GST) would go a long way in simplifying business

administration, its future is far from certain.72

Similarly, laws related to shutting down a business

weigh heavy on the minds of would be entrepreneurs.

As failure is a real possibility, entrepreneurs are

focused on learning from failures and moving on to

their next venture. In India, the present regulatory

environment makes closing down a failing business

a multi year and expensive prospect. In order to wind

down a business, founders must present a winding

up petition to the court. Once the court grants a

winding up order, the creditors must issue a “No

Objection Certificate,” after which a liquidator is

appointed to realize and distribute the company’s

assets to the creditors. The creditor meeting must be

called through an advertisement in a newspaper,

which is expensive. Further, the laws don’t have

special provisions for companies without assets such

as internet businesses. Even companies that have

minimal assets can take on average of about 6 months

to close down under the fast track procedure. In

addition, an entrepreneur can only apply for closure

once a company has been shut for a year. Because

of the number and expense of procedures, many

businesses instead of formally closing a company,

prefer to keep it alive on paper, which can be just as

costly in the long term , However, closure saves the

founders from repeated tax demands and saves
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founders from future lawsuits and fraudulent claims.

To address this issue the government has set up

a committee to consider bankruptcy laws that allow

entrepreneurs to easily close down unviable

businesses. Again, like the GST, the initiative is a slow

process and its outcome is uncertain.73

While entrepreneurs, especially 21st century

startups, are not often associated with brick  and

mortar, they require infrastructure—road, rails, and

internet—that join them to their markets. India’s well

documented infrastructure deficit creates barriers for

entrepreneurship. One of the most significant issues

is connectivity and bandwidth levels in cities and

towns outside of major metro areas or satellite towns.

The geographic discrepancies further the technology

and economic divide between rural and urban areas,

and prevent many potential entrepreneurs from

bringing ideas to fruition.

Entrepreneurs also lack access to technological

infrastructure. For example, India does not have any

semiconductor chip fabrication facilities, largely

because such facilities require huge investments.

Semiconductors that are essential components for

almost all consumer electronics are currently

imported. It is estimated that by 2020, India’s import

of electronic goods may exceed that of oil. Creating

local fabrication units will reduce this reliance on

imports, increase investments and create jobs.74

One reason behind the lack of technological

infrastructure is the limited availability of publicly

funded research and development. Research shows

that the rate of return on investment in public research

can be anywhere from 30% to 100%.75 Additionally,

a substantial set of commercialized innovations have

stemmed from the work of publicly funded research

institutions and universities in the US.76 For example,

Google was based on an algorithm developed as part

of a research project supported by the National

Science Foundation. The Internet and the GPS were

breakthroughs by teams initially pulled together by

the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.77

India has a number of publicly funded research

institutes, the most prominent being the Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), with 42

centers across the country, which have contributed

to industrially useful research. However, India’s total

R&D spend is a mere 3% of global R&D spend.78

Additionally, according to the Global Competitiveness

report, India ranks low on pillars such as quality of

scientific research institutions, university – industry

collaboration in R&D, government procurement of

advanced technical products and patent applications

per million, compared to both the US and China. 79

While initiatives like CSIR tech, which seeks to

connect MSMEs and research institutions and labs,

as well as the India Innovation Growth programme,

which seeks to bring Indian innovations to global

markets, are attempting to bridge the gap between

technical laboratories and the needs of India’s

enterprises, much more can be done.

Entrepreneurs often face additional challenges

as a result of the environment they operate in. One

such challenge is that payment cycles are very long

– most MSMEs struggle with cash flow while they

wait for payments to come in. This has implications

for the scalability and growth of businesses.

Current Opportunities to Streamline
India’s Regulatory Infrastructure:

 Government’s commitment to reducing

burdensome regulations.

The current government has made reducing red

tape a priority and set a goal of reaching the 50th

spot on the World Bank’s ease of doing business

survey.80 Early policy changes by the administration

include extending the time within which industrial

licenses had to be renewed from three years to seven

years, allowing environmental clearances to be made

online or through self declaration, and an online

platform to answer questions on regulation and

licensing protocol. 81 Additionally, the government has

identified 108 additional laws for potential repeal or

reform. Finally, the government is working to create

an e platform where all guidelines and forms related

to business licensing can be accessed together.
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Exits for Investors

India’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is made up of many

different types of entrepreneurs – micro, small, and

medium enterprises, entrepreneurs from bottom of

the pyramid, as well as modern startups. The issue

of exits is only applicable to ventures that require

and have raised capital through equity investments,

and not to ventures that are bootstrapped or funded

through debt. In 2013, over 97,000 new companies

were registered;82 this is in addition to the millions of

small entrepreneurs in India. In contrast there are a

little over 800 digital and tech startups in India. A

comparison provides some sense of how small the

universe of startups seeking equity funding is.

However, for this smaller subset of startups,

investors’ ability to exit and monetize their investment

can have large implications on availability of

subsequent funding.

Like their global counterparts, Indian

entrepreneurs that fund their ventures through equity

investment, tend to have the same long term goals

and exit strategies. Many startups look to introduce

their product to the market and be acquired

immediately by a more established firm. Other firms

with longer time horizons concentrate on scaling their

business and building sustainable revenue streams.

These firms rely on subsequent rounds of funding to

enable the exit of angel or early  stage investors. In

the most successful cases, these companies consider

a future IPO. Finally, social ventures run by mission

focused entrepreneurs, seek to build a sustainable

for  or  non profit model that would propel their

mission. 83

Limitations of Ease of Exits in India:

 Nascent Buyer Universe

 Sluggish and not well developed Initial Public

Offering (IPO) market

 Regulatory hurdles affecting buybacks by

promoters

While there have been 159 product M&A deals

in India between 2010 to May 2014— amounting to

$1.78 billion (Rs.10,680 crores)—these were largely

concentrated in B2B software businesses (38% by

value) and e commerce (26% by value).84 One

reason for the low number of exits in India is that

large Indian businesses capable of buying startups

have a “build” mindset and prefer building their own

capabilities and businesses from the ground up instead

of acquiring. On the other hand, foreign buyouts are

constrained in a number of sectors because of limits

on foreign direct investment. A related issue is that a

number of startups are just not visible to potential

buyers. Additionally, since the amount of investment

capital is limited, angels and investors find it difficult

to exit through subsequent rounds of funding.

Additionally, IPOs in India are complex, therefore

costly, and can take anywhere from a few months to

a couple of years. IPOs also come with numerous

regulatory burdens like a minimum listing of 25% of

shares etc., making it a realistic option only for a

handful of mature startups.

Given the low probability of exit through IPOs,

secondary sales, where one PE firm sells stake to

another PE firms, have become the preferred exit

route for PE firms and amounted to $2.3 billion

(Rs.13,800 crores) in 2013 a 50% increase over

2012.85 This is an especially useful exit option for PE

investors that are looking to exit investments made

during the high growth years of 2005 to 2007.86

Another optional exit route is through buybacks.

However, this is not an popular option in India largely

because of the restrictive regulations. In fact, there

were just five buybacks worth $33 million (Rs.198

crores) between January and July 2014 against 33

buybacks worth $343 million (Rs.2058 crores) during

the same period in 2013, a decline of more than 90%

in value.87 This was largely because Reserve Bank

of India has imposed a 20% distribution tax on

buybacks and restricted the number of buybacks a

company can undertake, to one per year.

Opportunities to Facilitate Exits by
Investors

Introduction of Alternative Exit Mechanisms

In 2013, SEBI issued guidelines stating that
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startups can trade through the Institutional Trading

platform (ITP) without having to go through an IPO.

Such investments are open to ‘Informed Investors’

only, with a minimum trading amount of Rs.10 lakhs.

This enables startups to leverage private placements

and is better than listing on existing SME Exchanges

which call for a liquidation of 25% equity. Listing on

the ITP also allows entrepreneurs to discover the

price for their stock and if required use their shares

as collateral for loans.88 Early  stage investors say

the biggest advantage of listing on the ITP is that an

investor can avail the benefit of not having to pay

capital gains tax on a transaction. Short term gains

on transactions on a non market platform attract levies

as high as 20%.89 However, only companies that are

less than three years old can list on the ITP. This is

problematic for bootstrapped startups, which then

need to directly approach VCs after the first three

years, which may not be viable. Also, since exiting

stock blocks of $15 20 million (Rs.90 crores – Rs.120

crores) is difficult even on larger exchanges like the

National Stock Exchange and BSE, and if a SME or

late stage VC investor tries to exit in such proportions,

it could cause the company’s stock to tank; hence,

Chile Startup Chile is a program created by the Chilean Government, that seeks to attract early stage, 
high‐potential entrepreneurs to bootstrap  their startups in Chile, using it as a platform to go global. 
The end goal of the accelerator program is to convert Chile into the definitive innovation and 
entrepreneurial hub of Latin America. The program, which was launched in 2010, provides Rs. 24 
lakhs ($40,000) to  entrepreneurs who move to Chile for six months and start a new  business. At its 
inception, it was one of the few initiatives in the world that offered bootstrapping entrepreneurs 
financial support without taking equity. The program has since inspired similar initiatives, including 
Start‐Up Peru and Argentina’s Incubar. Although, retention numbers are poor and nearly 80% of 
participating entrepreneurs left Chile after the first six months, Startup Chile is helping foster an 
entrepreneurial spirit in the country: only 10 % of the initial applicants to Startup Chile were 
Chileans. Now, 29% of the Generation 10 entrepreneurs are citizens of the country. 
 

Israel The government’s YOZMA program helped boost the VC industry in Israel, by using Rs. 180 crores 
to set up 10 private sector venture funds. It also spent Rs. 40 crore as direct investments in high‐tech 
enterprises. Further the government required each fund to partner with a foreign VC and an Israeli 
investment company or bank. The funds had the option to buy out the government’s share after five 
years. Close to 164 startups received funding, with over 50% successful exits. In addition to this 
catalytic funding, the government also exempt non‐Israeli investors in a VC fund from capital gains 
tax and allowed pension funds, endowment funds and High Net worth Individuals, among others, to 
invest in startups. The Israeli government also absorbs a percentage of losses that institutional 
investors may suffer from VC investments. To boost R&D, the government gives grants to 
companies that employ immigrants with advanced degrees as well as returning residents. 
 

Singapore The government has introduced a tax deduction of up to 50% on the investment for approved angel 
investors that commit a minimum of Rs. 37 lakhs. This is subject to a maximum limit of Rs. 93 lakhs 
with a holding period of two years. 
 

UAE In order to foster innovation, UAE spends 20% of GDP on education and has created a curriculum 
that focuses on critical thinking, creativity and collaboration. Among myriad other initiatives, UAE 
has set up an Information and Communications Technology (ICT) fund, administered by TRA, a 
government entity. Telecommunications operators contribute 1% of revenues to this fund. In turn, 
TRA supports incubation centers and startups in the ICT space. The TRA fund also provides 
financial support for R&D and scholarships for students in the ICT engineering programmes. 

Table 2: Examples from the World
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this mechanism may not be useful for large exits.90

Recommendations

Politically, there are great expectations as economic

growth and financial inclusion were hallmarks of the

recent electoral debate. While sustained economic

growth is a long term challenge, near term action

and successes are needed to maintain policy

momentum and public support.

We outline below certain recommendations –

these are by no means comprehensive, however, they

include both short, medium and long term measures

and policy actions that will boost the entrepreneurial

environment for both traditional and new age

entrepreneurs.

Make Education Entrepreneurial

Successful entrepreneurs need a combination of hard

business skills and soft skills, including confidence,

creativity, communication, leadership and

collaboration. While some are born with the soft traits,

they come less naturally to others. And while it is

difficult to teach traits like confidence and creativity,

these attributes can be ingrained in and supported by

effective curriculum and incubation services.

A few steps that the government could consider

include:

 Create incentives for companies to spend a

Incorporate Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship into the education ecosystem.

Skills training – especially soft skills – need to be

addressed and developed early.

 Encourage curriculum design that includes

practical skills like writing a cogent report and

making a presentation. Encourage teaching

methods that use real world problems to explain

concepts and theories. Focus on and expose

students to broad needs of society   health,

education, hygiene and cultural development   to

promote business and entrepreneurial solutions to

public policy issues.

 Create more collaborative and joint and/or dual

degree programs. Create intellectual synergies

between traditional courses of study such as

business, engineering, liberal arts, human sciences

and design.91 Universities must become agents of

change, rather than barriers to it.

 Teach entrepreneurship in various universities and

within diverse majors – not just at Business or IT

schools.

 Create more facilities like the Entrepreneurship

Institute of India, which is promoted by State of

Gujarat and backed by financial institutions like

ICICI, IDBI.

 Use technology to spread teaching. Offer online

courses that can aid those that cannot attend a

full time university course. A successful example

is an online diploma on Entrepreneurship and

Business Laws, taught through the National

University of Juridical Sciences.

 Incentivize the growing number of Indian students

who study abroad to return to India and begin

businesses.

 Encourage research partnerships between industry

and academic institutions – a successful example

is MIT in Boston which partners with over 190

firms for research. This can be achieved through

various means such as by encouraging faculty to

gain real world experience; creating incentives for

them to engage in entrepreneurial activities,

encouraging industry participation in University

boards.

 Encourage more than just the IITs to provide

deferred placements to those that would like to

start a business. Promote special fellowships and

business plan competitions. Encourage

participation of both formal degree holders and

those that have no formal qualifications.

 Encourage Alumni involvement with their alma

mater. This creates opportunities for alumni to act

as mentors / sources of early stage funders from

startups.

 Set up i labs as focal points for collaboration across

the country – successful example   the Harvard

i lab.
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Promote Entrepreneurs as Patriots

Several measures can be undertaken to create a

positive aspirational image of entrepreneurs:

 Create a National Entrepreneurship Day to

encourage young people to realize the importance

of entrepreneurship and link all major

announcements related to entrepreneurship to such

a day.

 Create awareness and buzz around entrepreneurs.

Celebrate the risk they are taking – by recognizing

them as leaders in developing/growing India.

Publicly celebrate large deals, innovative

entrepreneurship as well as female entrepreneurs.

 Create high visibility business plan competitions.

Business plan competitions with high visibility like

UTV Bloomberg’s ‘The Pitch’ can provide a

foothold even for entrepreneurs that do not win.

For example, Zipdial, a company that made it to

the final round, secured funding from Mumbai

angels, despite not winning the competition.

 Destigmatize failure and non traditional career

paths.

Develop Entrepreneurship among Women
and other Underrepresented Communities

 There are millions of entrepreneurs functioning in

India without access to proper financing or legal

protections. Certain larger policy measures that

would aid such entrepreneurs include:

 Hasten the process of land reforms. Since land

rights allow business to put up collateral for loans,

easing the process of land acquisition and

inheritance will aid entrepreneurs to raise capital.

Further, slow decision making on land reforms

holds back infrastructure development which is

an obstacle to doing business in India.

 Enhance the availability of microfinance to the

unbanked and landless thorough loans against cash

flow and potential, making it easier for such

persons to start their own enterprises and become

self – reliant.

Rationalize Government Efforts

 Develop a spirit of competition between States

perhaps a national contest to judge best state

policies

 Encourage knowledge and information sharing on

best practices among states, especially with regard

to incubators.

 Define a concrete set of outcomes and a

scorecard across all government initiatives to

foster entrepreneurship that will help keep track

of progress and create urgency.

 Deploy total government spend through a mix of

university incubators and towards skilling, with

stringent monitoring mechanisms.

 Create a National Entrepreneurship Mission,

responsible for all government led

entrepreneurship initiatives and for overseeing

allocation and deployment of allocated government

funding.

Create a Regulatory, Tax and Intellectual
Property Rights Environment that
Attracts Investment

A number of measures can be undertaken to make

the investment environment, investor and startup

friendly:

 Incentivize angel and early stage experimental

investment by providing rebates on capital gains

made by early investors.

 Revisit capital allocation norms for longer term

institutional investors so that they can create

mechanisms to support the entrepreneurial

ecosystem. For example, Chile has over the last

25 years allowed pension fund administrators to

invest in riskier classes of assets, as the

administrators gained experience.

 Modify regulations such that they make it easier

for firms to attract debt financing, such as

collateral requirements, credit registries,

government guarantees, etc.

 Develop online portals that provide

comprehensive information on policies and

regulations, as well as some mentorship support.
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State governments could create information

dissemination agencies that would ensure that the

information is up to date, aligned across sources

and departments – such as online forms,

submission and tracking; information about land,

water and power availability and tariffs; circulars

and notices regarding industrial policy and

schemes.

 Reduce the time taken for patent approval by

hiring more qualified patent examiners.

 Reform tax code, bankruptcy laws, and regulatory

and licensing procedures that adversely impact

startups, entrepreneurs and investors.

 Re examine the closing down procedures with the

aim of making them more entrepreneur friendly.

 Create a single window clearance for shutting

down a company, especially smaller, younger

companies.

 Permit overseas listing without requirement of

domestic funding and exclusion of such investors

from “Lock in” provisions. In addition, make the

process of listing on foreign exchanges easier.

Attach Entrepreneurship to Large Scale
Economic Programs

Entrepreneurship should not be promoted in a silo.

Instead it should be an integral part of India’s larger

economic policies and goals. Specifically,

entrepreneurship should be a fundamental part of the

“Make in India” campaign, the planned smart cities

and economic corridors, and the redevelopment of

heritage sites such as Varanasi. In addition to

prioritizing entrepreneurship, such inclusion would

broaden the scope of startups from IT and consumer

Internet companies to manufacturing, infrastructure

and brick and mortar tourism businesses.

Additional benefits include raising the profile of

entrepreneurship, bringing new ideas and creativity

to large scale industrial projects, and broadening the

scope of potential start ups. With the large scale nature

of each of these projects – increase manufacturing

portion of GDP from 16% to 25%, construct 100

smart cities, open four industrial corridors, and

redevelop five historic cities – there is plenty of

opportunity for entrepreneurial activity in the near future.

To facilitate the construction of smart cities the

government is relying on public private partnerships

(PPP). To this end they have allocated Rs. 500 crore

($83.3 million) from the 2014  2015 budget to creating

an agency to support these partnerships and Rs. 7,060

crore ($1.176 billion) for the beginning of

construction.92Additionally, the government has set

aside Rs. 100 crore ($16.6 million) for the

redevelopment of heritage cities in the 2014 2015

budget.93 Over and above the investment by the

Indian government, both governmental and private

investment from Japan is flowing into India for

projects like the industrial corridor. SoftBank, a

Japanese telecom and intent company is expected

to invest close to $10 billion in India over the next

few years.

A few specific steps that the government could

take to boost entrepreneurial involvement in the

“Make in India” and smart cities projects include:

Directly support small and medium sized

manufacturing firms in a push to achieve “Make in

India” manufacturing targets.

Encourage startups to develop software and

mobile applications – geared to both city management

and future residents   that can be integrated into the

larger IT network of smart city grids.

Encourage representation of newer, technically

qualified entrants as well as established manufacturing

companies while inviting infrastructure bids. Sponsor

innovation challenges to address smart city specific

technology  specifically technology focused on water,

power, transportation, healthcare and traffic and

safety systems.

Encourage the Development of Incubators
and Accelerators

Incubators and accelerators aid the development of

startups as they provide both mentorship and physical

facilities necessary for a startup in its initial years.

While a substantial number of government funded

incubators, especially in academic institutions exist,
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a number of measures can be taken to encourage

the growth and effective utilization of such facilities:

Create incentives for financing such facilities –

sustainable grants and access to land can go a long

way in aiding the establishment of incubators.

Encourage PPPs to create incubators. Create

monitoring mechanisms to gauge their effectiveness.

Startup Village located in the southern coastal city of

Kochi, is one such example of finding synergies

between disparate stakeholders. The technology

business incubator was started in 2012 by the state

government, the Central government’s Department

of Science and Technology, a state technology park

and local university.

Encourage competition between incubators to

improve output orientation.

Engage “India Inc.”

 The following measures can help involve existing

businesses and conglomerates in boosting

entrepreneurship:

 Encourage India Inc. to meaningfully collaborate

with and support entrepreneurs, through

networking, incubation and sponsoring innovation

grants and competitions.

 Incentivize the setting up of CVCs, perhaps by

prescribing a preferential tax treatment on returns

from investments made by them.

 Use CSR funds from larger companies to fund

startups (social minded) and incubators. The 2013

Companies Act (Sec. 135) requires all companies

having net worth of Rs. 500 crore or net profit of

Rs. 5 crore or turnover of Rs. 1,000 crore, to

dedicate 2% of average net profits over the past

three years to CSR.94 The government has

allowed funds directed by corporates towards tech

incubators in academic institutions to be considered

as CSR.95 While this is a welcome move, it needs

to be accompanied with mechanisms for

accountability of such investments. We

recommend that the government mandate that a

percentage of CSR funds are deployed towards

industry – university / technical institution

collaboration. We also recommend that a

percentage is deployed for enhancing hands on

science and math education in primary and high

schools in rural/semi rural areas to foster creativity

and innovation.

 Ease qualification criteria in contracts, as long as

technical requirements are met, such that small

businesses can compete to supply to larger

businesses, especially PSUs. For example, global

firms like Toyota and Volkswagen have created

entire–ecosystems of auto component

manufacturers based on mutually beneficial

relationships.96

Additional Recommendations

Certain other measures that would prove beneficial

for entrepreneurs include:

 Invest in entrepreneurial infrastructure, including

fiber optic high speed internet and wireless zones.

 Invite foreign entrepreneurs to launch their

companies and ideas in India. Offer visa waivers,

incubator resources and tax free income status.

 Promote peer to peer and equity crowd funding,

such that small investors that would not normally

be able to invest in startups can also become a

source of capital.

References:
a Pillars measured included accessible markets, human capital, funding & finance, regulatory frameworks & infrastructure,

education and training, major universities as catalysts and cultural support.

bTotal US venture capital investment in the business and finance, information technology and consumer services, over
2003 to 2013 was approximately 2.5 times the amount of venture capital investment in Europe during the same time. In
2012, the annual VC investment was about $20 billion in the US as compared to $4 billion for Europe.

(See http://blogs.wsj.com/tech europe/2013/07/31/venture capital in the u s and europe compared/)

cIndia’s growing IT infrastructure is another huge opportunity for tech focused businesses, especially those that used
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app based platforms since smart phone penetration in India is expected to grow 45% in 2014 from 117 million users in
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strong school education system is foundational

for India’s socio-economic development and

global competitiveness. It is a pathway to

ensure that all children, irrespective of their socio-

economic background, have the opportunity to be

responsible and productive citizens. As India seeks

to benefit from its high proportion of young people, it

needs to ensure that they are prepared with a good

education.

India School Education Vision 2030 is an exercise

to visualise a future landscape of school education in

the country. The biggest shift we foresee is the

transformation of an education system with poor

India School Education Vision 2030
*Ashish Dhawan

Co-Authors: Shrutipriya Dalmia &

Aravind Balagi Prasad

*The author is the Founder & CEO of Central Square Foundation

quality outcomes into one in which all children get a

high quality education.

Broadly, we expect to see student enrolment in

schools increase from 25 crore in 2010 to 30 crore in

2030. More than half of these children will be studying

in privately-managed schools. The Government’s role

will shift from being primarily an education provider

to regulating public and private schools, and investing

heavily in quality-focused initiatives.

We identify four key levers encompassing

several action points that will lead us to achieve this

aspirational vision over the next decade and half.

These levers are represented in the figure below.
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Within these levers, we foresee strong

governance structures in place and system-wide

accountability of all stakeholders to deliver strong

student learning outcomes. Schools and school

networks undertake collaborative partnerships to

constantly innovate within the education system. Our

teachers and principals have achieved their potential

to be the best in the world and are well positioned to

shape and guide our children to become future leaders.

Technology is pervasive in its reach, is an active part

of the classroom learning environment and employed

effectively for the continuous professional

development of teachers and principals.

CURRENT CONTEXT

India’s education system today is in the midst of

a shift from focusing on access of children to schools

to delivery of quality education in schools.

The current trajectory of education in India is

influenced heavily by the District Primary Education

Programme that was launched in 1993-94, the Sarva

Shiksha Abhiyan to universalise primary education

launched in 2000, and the enactment of the Right to

Education Act (RTE) in 2009 that mandates free and

compulsory education for all children between the

ages of 6 and 14.

If we look at the period during which these

programmes have existed, we see the following

trends in Indian education.

The Country has Ensured Access to
Primary Education

In the two decades between 1990 and 2010, India’s

school-going population (ages 6 to 17) grew by nearly

60 percent from 19 to 30 crore. The country invested

heavily on school access and enrolment, both to deal

with the growing population as well as to bring

children who were out of school into the formal

education system.

Government expenditure on school education

grew nearly 15 times from 0.12 lakh crore1 to 1.86

lakh crore during this period, which resulted in building

eight lakh new schools and adding 50 lakh new

teachers to the school system2. Consequently, India’s

gross enrolment ratio (GER) in elementary school

rose from 79 percent in 1990 to 93 percent in 20103.

Today, while pockets of children who have never

been to school remain, most children enrol in primary

school.

High Dropout Rates due to Little
Investment in Education Quality

Unfortunately, investments in access and enrolment

were not accompanied by investments in quality

Source: MHRD Educational Statistics at a Glance, 2013 and DISE and SEMIS 2010-2011
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resulting in high dropouts at various transition points

in the school system. The poor quality of education

is visible in that half our children are unable to read a

simple text and nearly two thirds fail to do basic

arithmetic at the end of primary school.

Consequently, we students drop out in large

numbers as they transition from elementary to

secondary school, with the GER dropping to 76

percent at secondary and 33 percent at higher

secondary level4. Overall, India’s GER in secondary

school is 56 percent which is significantly lower than

other countries5.

Poor learning levels are reflective of the fact that

the Government spends less than two percent of its

education budget on quality-focused processes and

interventions6. This amount includes spend on

programmes such as student assessments, teacher

training and the ICT@Schools scheme.

The quality and impact of these programmes

remain suspect in the absence of adequate monitoring

and evaluation mechanisms.

So, although government expenditure on

education has grown in-line with GDP and per child

spending has increased in real terms, independent

surveys such as ASER 2014 show that learning levels

have largely remained flat over the last decade,

possibly even declined.

Input-Oriented System with Lack of
Accountability to Learning

Central and state laws and policies, including the

RTE, focus on improving school inputs and base

school recognition entirely on these factors without

considering outcomes. While school characteristics

and input-related information is collected by the

Unified District Information System for Education

(U-DISE) at the level of every school in the country,

learning data at the level of every child at critical

stages of transition (say classes 3, 5, 8 and 10) or

performance data at the level of every school is sorely

missing.

The current National Achievement Survey,

conducted by the Central Government, is too

infrequent, conducted once every four years. Further,

the data is only disseminated close to two years after

the assessment, hence limiting its use for decision

making. Though there are private providers that

provide high quality assessment tools, these are

expensive and not readily available at scale.

Planning and performance monitoring tools at the

centre and state government levels such as the

Results Framework Document measure inputs such

as number of school buildings, quality of

infrastructure, student enrolment, pupil-teacher ratio,
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and midday meals. They do not mention measures

of student learning outcomes or other quality-related

indicators such as performance of schools or teachers.

Low Quality of Human Resources in the
Education System

India presently has 16,000 teacher education

institutes (TEIs) with 13 lakh seats7. The majority of

this capacity is extremely poor. There are no centres

of excellence in teacher education and with a

fragmented system; it is difficult to build capacity for

improving quality. Less than six percent of the seven

lakh teacher education programme graduates, who

appeared for the September 2014 Central Teacher

Eligibility Test (CTET) conducted by CBSE passed

the exam8.

There is currently a shortage of 12 lakh teachers

across the nation9. Continuous professional

development of teachers is not exhaustive with only

22 percent of all primary teachers undergoing any

in-service training during the previous academic

year10. Issues of teacher shortage and poor coverage

of in-service training further weaken the delivery

capacity of human resources. School principals, who

account for 25 percent of a school’s impact on student

achievement11, have remained largely neglected.

Eight percent elementary schools in India are single

teacher schools, of the remaining, 46 percent do not

have a principal12. Further, principals in India are

largely selected based on seniority and view their

role as that of administrators rather than leaders. In

the absence of specific qualifications to become a

principal, there is no training for them.

High Share of Private School Enrolment

Traditionally, government schools were the

primary providers of education in India. In recent

years, with the rapid mushrooming of private schools

across urban and rural contexts, this has changed

dramatically. In states such as Kerala, Manipur,

Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, private schools are

already the majority provider13. Analysis of DISE data

over the last six years reveals that private school

enrolment across the country is growing at nearly

2.5 percent per annum14.

Market share growth indicates user assessment.

The declining share of government school enrolment

must act as a wake-up call for the Government.

Indeed, India has the opportunity to be a trailblazer

in integrating public and private education because

Source: CSF Analysis based on DISE 2010-2011,
School Enrolment, Primary, Private

(% of total primary), World
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compared to most countries; the proportion of private education providers is quite high, as evidenced by the

graph below.

KEY TRENDS LEADING TO 2030

Table 1-  Key Numbers from 1990-2030

Against the backdrop of the current scenario,

we estimate the following situation in the education

system as we look to 2030.

We believe there are three defining trends that

will affect the way we shape our education system

in 2030.

1. Changing Demographics Call for a Shift
in Strategy

The last two decades saw school enrolment grow

by 60 percent, fuelled by the dramatic growth in

school going population. With declining birth rates,

the growth rate of India’s population is set to slow

down. In the next 20 years, school enrolment will

increase by just 20 percent.

This slowing rate of enrolment calls for changes

in India’s school education strategy.

The proportion of resources within the school

education system will shift away from increasing the

number of schools Government will not need to invest
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as heavily on infrastructure. Instead, the Government

can dedicate greater resources towards developing

its ability to deliver quality learning and plan school

consolidation and capacity enhancement in existing

schools.

2. Private Schools will be the Dominant
Provider of Education

Another defining trend has been a shift in student

enrolment from government to private schools. Over

the last decade, government schools have been losing

student enrolment share at the rate of 2.5 percent

per annum and will be left with just 33 percent share

by 2030.

A direct impact of this trend will be the hollowing

out of government schools. To illustrate, government

elementary schools that have about 110 students on

average in 2014 will be left with just 70 by 2030.

Similarly, government secondary schools will see a

decline in student population from an average of 230

students per school in 2014 to just 180 students in

2030. In urban areas, particularly, this will result in

unused school infrastructure.

The Government will need to consider innovative

strategies such as public-private partnerships and

well-planned school consolidation to ensure effective

utilisation of the nation’s resources.

Further, the Government will have to take on a
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more expansive role in determining the quality of

India’s education system. Presently, the

Government’s role is largely limited to the provision

of education to children enrolled in government

schools, with little accountability for children in private

schools. With private schools becoming the dominant

providers of education by 2030, the Government’s

role will need to shift from that of a provider of

education to that of a strong and responsible regulator.

The Government needs to start focusing now on

improving accountability structures and systems.

3. As infrastructure Spending Stabilises,
Government’s Education Spend Should
Shift to Quality

An evaluation of budgetary trends gives us a

roadmap for how to afford the shift toward quality

by 2030.

India’s school expenditure budget increased 15

times over the last two decades. This amount was

largely spent on teacher salary as the teacher strength

doubled and on infrastructure to provide access to

education. As a result, less than 2 percent of the

education budget was available for strategic

initiatives.

Over the next two decades, the government

expenditure on school education is expected to

increase 11 times, in line with GDP16. However, the

government teacher strength is expected to remain

flat and expenditure on teacher salary is expected to

Table 2 - Expenditure on Education (in Rs. lakh crore)

increase only 6 times, therefore, not accounting for a

large portion of education spend. As a result of the

proportionally smaller increase in teacher

expenditure, approximately 45 percent of education

budget will be available to spend on strategic

initiatives.

It is essential that the Central and State

Governments maintain their current spend on

education as a percentage of GDP, and re-orient their

budget for quality-focused initiatives such as student

assessments, teacher and principal development,

research and development, use of technology for

learning, monitoring and evaluation of government

schemes. Planning this spend effectively will be

critical to the transformation of India’s school system.

VISION 2030

We are in the year 2030. Over the last 15 years,

India has remarkably transformed its school education

landscape. 30 crore children in the 4 to 17 year age

group now are studying in high-quality schools.

High Levels of Student Learning

Internationally, India has dramatically improved its

ranking since PISA 2009, where the country placed

second last among 74 participants, to a ‘middle of

the pack’ ranking in PISA 2027. In accomplishing

this, the country emerges as a leader for delivering
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high-quality school education to vast numbers at

low cost.

The country’s internal benchmarks at the national

as well as state level find that all children are learning

at grade level. School curricula across states combine

the best of Indian values and ethos with the acquisition

of 21st century skills (including problem solving, critical

thinking, communication skills, collaboration, self-

learning etc.) and prepare children to be responsible

and productive citizens of the country.

High Retention and School Graduation
Rates

Primary schools integrate two years of compulsory

pre-primary education resulting in a GER of 80

percent at this stage. GER in elementary school is

100 percent with minimal dropout due to a focus on

self-paced personalised learning. Well-planned

expansion of secondary schools with the option of

strong vocational tracks yields a GER of 90 percent

in classes 9 through 12.

We see widespread reforms that revitalise the

public school system, expansion of high-quality private

school networks, and innovation through strategic

public-private partnerships. All of these reforms have

a sharp focus and accountability to student

achievement across classes K-12, India has

dramatically enhanced student learning and school

graduation rates.

High Achieving and Inclusive Schools

With 67 percent children enrolled in private aided and

unaided schools, the Government acts as a strong

regulator and holds both private and public schools

equally accountable to high standards of children’s

learning and holistic development. The Government

actively encourages inclusive education and has

extended 25 percent reservation for children from

disadvantaged communities under Sec 12(1)(c) of

the RTE Act in private unaided schools to cover all

classes from K-12.

High Quality Human Resources
Committed to Every Child’s Learning

All schools in the country are led by trained and

competent school principals who have been selected

based on merit and aptitude. They view themselves

as School CEOs with a clear vision for excellence

that is rooted in a deep understanding of the

communities they serve and commitment to the

holistic development of each child. They have

significant operational autonomy and are held

accountable to high standards of education delivery.

The teaching system attracts premium talent who

are trained through high-calibre teacher development

institutions. Entry into the profession is through a

highly competitive and stringent selection process

based on a strong teacher competency framework.

We have consolidated a fragmented teacher training

system into 500 best-in-class teacher education

institutes that are attached to leading central

universities and prepare close to 8 lakh teachers every

year17. New standards of teaching are researched

and set by 20 internationally-reputed Indian Institutes

of School Education (IISEs).

In addition, the country has developed alternative

pathways to teacher certification that attract non-

traditional candidates into the system. We also invest

in the continuous development of our 1.1 crore

teachers, who receive targeted training based on their

performance, and learn from their peers locally and

internationally through active online and offline

subject teacher forums.

Technology Provides Quality at Scale

Technology is used effectively to scale innovations

that promote both excellence and equity in schools.

As schools are equipped with reliable technology

infrastructure, students have access to the best

instructors and personalised learning tools in local

languages and the classroom becomes a place to

develop higher order skills.
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Using technology, educators have access to high

quality open courseware and materials sourced

globally. Their role changes from being the provider

of information to facilitating students’ access to, and

interpretation of, information. In addition, their

continuous professional development opportunities

become practical, interactive and personalised to

their needs.

Teachers and principals regularly interact with

their peers from across geographies through online

forum for sharing and discussing lesson plans,

teaching learning materials, developments in

pedagogy, school management tools and best

practices.

Education administrators use technology to gather

data to guide system accountability and improvement.

They get real-time data from all schools about

students’ and teachers’ performance. Data

management systems also reduce inefficient

administrative burdens on teacher, and increase the

time they can spend on improving learning.

Strong Governance Mechanisms Provide
Vision and Accountability

The Government has emerged as a progressive

regulator, administering a framework for school

education that enables high quality public and private

provision, ensures accountability to learning and uses

data for continuously improving education policy.

Stakeholders, from the education minister down

to a school teacher, are driven by a clear vision for

the education system, have well-defined goals framed

in terms of outcomes and a performance evaluation

framework to ensure accountability. An independent

regulator provides oversight and holds both

government and private schools accountable to high

quality standards tightly linked to student

achievement.

Data on student achievement is available for

every child in the system and links to performance

of every teacher, principal, school and various

stakeholders in the administrative hierarchies.

Systemic information is transparent and empowers

stakeholders to take action at their level to ensure all

children are learning. Examples of this include:

 A school inspector has immediate access to

student learning data of a school and uses it for

prioritising her school visits.

 An in-service teacher training programme director

knows the breakdown of student learning across

clusters and blocks, and is designing

contextualised development programmes for the

teachers based on this information.

 Parents have access to school level report cards

and their children’s performance. They actively

use this for making informed choices and for

holding schools accountable.

In sum, India has gone from a school system

education system that was failing the majority of its

children in the most foundational skills to one that is

best-in-class for the 21st century world in less than

two decades. India’s school graduates are well-

rounded, confident individuals equipped with 21st

century skills and strong foundation to take on careers

of their choice. As a result, the higher education GER

has jumped to 50 percent from 19 percent two

decades ago.

We now take a closer look at the steps needed

for India to make this remarkable transformation.

JOURNEY TO 2030

The journey to an excellent education system for

all of India’s children in 2030 must be driven by strong

political will and resolute leadership at the highest

levels of Government. It must be based on an

ambitious vision and well defined goals for the entire

school system (with alignment at the centre, state

and local levels) with a strong detailed implementation

roadmap, backed by a robust monitoring system. This

will enable a results-oriented approach at all levels

and will be facilitated by specific annual plans that

would be monitored regularly to determine progress
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Table 3 – Key Levers of Change and Implementation Roadmap
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against input, process and student achievement

indicators.

We have bucketed the measures into four key

levers, each of which has measures for the short

and long term:

Key Lever 1: Accountability and
Governance
India’s long term focus must be on moving from

process based indicators driving the system towards

an outcomes oriented approach. This can only happen

if there is systemic support and specific action around

the following building blocks:

1. Explicit Focus on Student Learning
Outcomes

India must build upon the Right to Education Act’s

input-based approach to a more explicit recognition

of student learning outcomes. This would create

urgency within the system to measure student

outcomes and reform key processes that affect

student learning, such as the continuous professional

development of teachers and curriculum delivery in

the classroom.

2. Increased role of student assessment

Standardised assessment of student learning

outcomes will create strong benchmarks for the

system to measure its progress.

In the short term, there is a need for states to

design and implement rigorous sample-based

assessments on a periodic basis. These assessments

should yield reliable performance data for all

government and private schools. This data must then

be effectively utilised at various administrative levels

for planning, decision making and resource allocation.
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With MHRD providing financial support to states for

conducting state learning achievement surveys

(SLAS), some states such as Himachal Pradesh have

conducted state led student assessments in

government schools, and have utilised this data to

set learning improvement goals.

Over time, all states should migrate to census-

based assessments that enable tracking the progress

of every child and holding teachers, principals and

school systems accountable to every child’s learning.

Simultaneously, teacher capacity must be built to use

formative and summative assessment data to guide

everyday classroom instruction.

India also needs to reform its National

Achievement Survey (NAS) to provide a national-

level assessment of education and compare state

performance. NAS must be conducted every two

years to assess students in classes 3, 5, 8 and 10, and

provide timely data to states and districts with a view

to determine actionable implications and strategies.

We can learn from Brazil which introduced Prova

Brasil, a nationwide student assessment in 2005 to

benchmark the performance of states, districts and

schools and plan remediation strategies. Brazil used

assessment-based reform to enhance its international

standing dramatically.

The purpose of these systemic assessments must

be well defined and communicated to the entire

school system. The assessment data must also be

made public to improve transparency on the quality

of education.

3. Increased School Accountability

We must implement a school evaluation framework

that is used to measure the performance of all

government and private schools in the system and to

provide targeted support for poorly performing

schools. Student learning outcome levels must be at

the centre of this framework. The Government of

Maharashtra has recently announced the creation of

an autonomous body, the State Assessment and

Accreditation Council (SAAC), for assessing

performance of all schools in the state.

4. Data Driven Decision Making

India must build robust data systems to collect and

disseminate a wide range of inputs, process, outcome

and expenditure related data. For example, the

creation of a comprehensive teacher management

system will allow officials to monitor continuous

professional development of a teacher and help

identify appropriate training sessions. Similarly, a

cluster level official should be able to diagnose the

issue behind fall in student numeracy in their

jurisdiction by looking at student assessment, teacher

performance and training details.

Technology will be a key lever to enhance the

reliability, authenticity and use of this data. The

various data systems, e.g. school,, student and,

teacher management systems, need to be

implemented such that they integrate seamlessly to

guide and enrich decision making across

administrative levels.

Finally, the capacity of different stakeholders at

the state, district and blocks levels must be built to

use this data for driving quality interventions and they

should be empowered to identify underlying trends

and problems and come up with appropriate solutions.

5. Increase in Government’s Regulatory
Functions

With the increase in private provision of education,

the Government must shift its responsibility from being

a provider to an active and responsible regulator.

At the central level, the Government would need

to take various steps to achieve this, including those

outlined below:

 Create School Regulation Norms that include

process level indicators affecting student learning

along with the conventional input based norms.

 Create an Autonomous Regulatory Authority

at the central level to set standards and assess
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quality of the school system. This authority should

be independent of the education department and

oversee quality measures such as standardised

student assessments and school rating

mechanisms. It would lay down clear guidelines

and consequences for poor performance of

schools and allied institutions such as teacher

education institutes and school leadership

institutes. In UK, the Office for Standards in

Education, Children’s

Services and Skills (Ofsted) is an independent body

that reports directly to a Parliament Select

Committee and is responsible for inspection and

quality assurance of schools.

 Incentivise States for Performance. To create

a performance-oriented culture in the country, a

portion of the centre’s education budget allocation

to states should be contingent upon the adoption

of policies that focus on student learning and

subsequent improvement in outcomes.

Further, it can create a “state performance fund”

to incentivise states that implement measures such

as large-scale student assessments, merit-based

principal selection, specialised leadership training

of headmasters and transparent teacher

recruitment process. In the longer term,

measurement of state performance could include

improvement in student outcomes on nationwide

standardised assessments.

Key Lever 2: Curriculum and Schools

We must have inclusive schools with a culture of

excellence for our children to succeed. In the short

term, we require model schools that demonstrate

excellence and can act as belief and knowledge

centres for the entire ecosystem. We need to

transform our curricula into ones that incorporate

higher order thinking skills with character

development. In the longer term, we must extend

pre-primary education to include 4-year olds,

disseminate learning from model schools across the

ecosystem and expand the reach of schemes/policies

that encourage inclusive education.

1. Reform Curricula to Focus on Building
21st Century Skills and Holistic
Development of Children

School curricula must address the holistic

development of students and develop children’s

intellectual, emotional, social, physical, artistic, and

creative potential. The focus should be on developing

21st century skills such as problem solving, critical

thinking, collaboration, self-learning, communication

skills using effective pedagogical practices such as

inquiry and activity based learning. They must also

imbibe a strong sense of values and character traits

that are relevant to the Indian context. A National

Learning Standards Framework should be created

that provides a benchmark for children’s development

and academic progress at every stage of school

education.

2. Set up Model Public Private-
Partnership Schools for Demonstrating
Excellence and Disseminating Best
Practice

Currently, there is little collaboration between the

government and private systems, thereby isolating

best practices within each. The Government must

create opportunities for model public-private

partnership schools to harness innovative practices

and demonstrate excellence for the rest of the school

system. Currently, nearly 30 such public-private

partnership schools are running in Mumbai and Pune,

with the Government providing infrastructure and non-

profit organisations operating the schools. These have

consistently demonstrated better learning outcomes

on standardised third party assessments as compared

to other government schools. Such models, that

demonstrate success, must be made financially

sustainable and scaled with the Government

reimbursing the providers on a per child basis. In the
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longer term, there is a need to establish systems and

processes to disseminate learnings and best practice

developed in these schools to other schools in the

ecosystem.

3. Integrate Early Childhood Education
into the Formal School System

Global research establishes the significance of early

childhood education (ECE) to a child’s future success.

Yet per official data, which does not include private

provision of ECE, only 48% of our children get some

form of early childhood education, either through early

enrolment in schools at age four or five (12%)18, or

through the Integrated Child Development Scheme

(36%)19.

In the short term, India must introduce one year

of free and compulsory pre-primary education under

the RTE Act and build awareness about the

importance of ECE among parents. We need a strong

ECE curriculum with age-relevant skills development

delivered by well-trained and experienced ECE

teachers. In the longer term, we must expand this

provision to two years of free and compulsory pre-

primary education.

Mexico, which passed a compulsory pre-primary

education law in 2002, provides an encouraging

example. Today, virtually all 4-year olds in Mexico

are enrolled in pre-primary school, as compared to

70 percent before the law went into effect20.

4. Focus on College/Career Readiness in
Secondary Education

With expected enrolment of 7.8 crore children in

secondary education by 2030, there needs to be a

well planned expansion of the secondary school

system. The country needs high capacity, well-

resourced schools for efficient use of resources.

Students must have the option of pursuing vocational

education that prepares them for employability in

addition to the regular curriculum. Countries like

China, Korea and Singapore introduced vocational

training in schools in the 1970s. In Germany, 50

percent students opt for vocational tracks in

secondary school.

Vocational tracks must have a strong

apprenticeship component and should be developed

in partnership with local industry to improve relevance

and placement opportunities. Career counselling and

mentorship programmes must also be available to all

secondary school students to support them in making

higher education/ career decisions.

5. Expand Policies and Schemes that
Encourage Inclusive and Equitable
Education

The school education system must strive to be

inclusive with the Government supporting private

schools to create provision for student enrolment

from marginalised communities. This is important to

ensure more inclusive learning environments across

our private school system.

A key initiative taken by the Government in this

regard was section 12 (1)(c) of the RTE Act, which

mandated that private schools reserve 25% of seats

for students from marginalised communities and

whose cost is reimbursed by the Government.

Implementation of this section must be strengthened

and this provision must be further expanded to include

early childhood education and secondary education.

Key Lever 3: Human Capital Development
Moving beyond the immediate need to fill large

numbers of teacher vacancies, we need to make

teaching and school leadership aspirational

professions that attract high quality talent. In the short

term, we need to define their roles and expectations

and hold training programmes accountable to

equipping them to perform these roles. In the longer

term, we must define alternative pathways to

certification improve the selection processes and

training and support provided.
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1. Activate an Outcomes-Based School
Leader and Teacher Competency
Framework

We must define a school leader competency

framework (SLCF) that clearly lays out the skills and

competencies expected from a school principal at

different stages in their career. Principals must feel

accountable for the overall school and student

performance.

Similarly it is critical to define a teacher

competency framework that lays out the expectations

from a teacher at every stage of her progression.

Further, teachers and principals should be

required to demonstrate active mastery through

periodic tests for aptitude, subject knowledge, and

skills as per the respective competency frameworks.

Their performance should be tracked regularly and

they must be held accountable to children’s learning

through a results-oriented evaluation process that

affects their annual appraisal and career progression.

2. Strengthen Teacher Preparation

India must reform its teacher education curriculum

to reflect the needs of 21st century educators and

dramatically improve the quality of its teacher

education institutes through consolidation and

accreditation.

 Reform of curriculum: The teacher preparation

curriculum must link to the teacher competency

framework with the vision of preparing 21st

century educators. Teacher education must

adequately emphasise student-centred

pedagogical practices including the use of

education technology, goal setting, planning,

reflective thinking and use of assessment data to

further student learning. All teacher education

institutes (TEIs) should be integrated with model

lab schools that act as sites of practice for trainee

teachers and ongoing pedagogical research.

These changes would also mean that teacher

educators should be adequately trained to prepare

the next generation of India’s teachers.

 Consolidation of TEIs: India’s TEI capacity

requires consolidation and restructuring. The

country currently has 13 lakh seats spread across

16,000 TEIs. The vast majority of this fragmented

capacity is of extremely poor quality with few, if

any, centres of excellence. Transforming the

system into one of high-quality institutions will

require consolidation of capacity into fewer

numbers of institutes with investment to improve

quality. Ideally, India should consolidate TEI

capacity such that it has 8 lakh seats spread across

four to five hundred high quality institutes by 2030.

This is clearly possible, as China presently has

about 100 world-class Normal Universities for

preparing its teachers, each with a capacity of

five to ten thousand seats.

Additionally, there is a need to establish premier

institutes such as an Indian Institute for School

Education (on the lines of IITs in engineering and

IIMs in management education), that set the gold

standard for teacher and principal training in the

country. These institutes must serve as research

hubs to develop innovative teaching practices

within the country and train teacher educators

from other institutions.

 Accreditation of TEIs: India needs to define

process and outcomes focused quality standards

for its TEIs and make accreditation mandatory.

Currently, once a TEI is recognised, it only has to

seek voluntary accreditation, and only 2 percent

of TEIs have undergone this process21.

Accreditation would involve regular monitoring

and evaluation of the TEI performance on

parameters such as student selectivity, pass

percentage, percentage of students that acquire

a teaching license, placement percentage and

career path of alumni from these institutions. TEI

ratings should be made public in real-time to all

stakeholders, thus holding TEIs accountable to

quality.
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In the short term, TEIs with a poor rating must be

provided with specific feedback and action plans

for improvement. High performing TEIs must be

encouraged to expand capacity and extend their

reach using technology enabled models.

Implementing these processes will also facilitate

a rational consolidation policy.

3. Strengthen Teacher Recruitment and
Selection Processes

Attracting the right talent into teaching is critical for

the performance of India’s TEIs. Presently, a mere

50 percent in the class 12 board exam is sufficient

for applying to teacher preparation programmes,

thereby setting a low bar for entry into these

programmes.

 Improve Recruitment: India must run a national

service campaign to make teaching aspirational

and simultaneously strengthen the entry

requirements and selection process at its TEIs.

The selection process must be based upon the

expectations of a beginner teacher derived from

the teacher competency framework.

 Strengthen Eligibility Criteria: Currently,

passing the Teacher Eligibility Test is a

prerequisite for selection into government schools.

This test can be further strengthened by evaluating

for teaching aptitude including soft skills such as

ability to connect with students, communication

skills, motivation and pedagogical skills in addition

to subject matter knowledge. We must also ensure

that these standards are applied uniformly to

teachers going into private schools.

 Develop Alternate Pathways: Given the scale

of the need for teachers, we will always need a

strong pipeline of people desiring entry into the

profession. We should attract talented individuals

into the professions through high quality practicum-

based alternate pathways that are certified by

leading central universities. Programmes such as

Teach For India have demonstrated that it is

possible to attract high quality talent into teaching

provided there is flexibility in the route into the

profession. Candidates coming through these

alternate pathways too must be able to pass the

Teacher Eligibility Test.

4. Select School Principals Based on
Merit and Train them for Leadership

In the short term, all government school principals

must be selected based on skills and competencies

expected from a beginner principal as per the

proposed SLCF. For instance, Gujarat has established

a Head Teacher Aptitude Test to move away from

seniority-based appointment and bring in school

principals that have the aptitude and desire to be in

the position.

New principals must also go through an induction

training that sets expectations and prepares them for

future responsibilities in their leadership role.

In the longer term, India’s National Centre for

School Leadership and its associated State

Leadership Academies must be responsible for the

on-boarding, accreditation and continuous

professional development of all school principals in

government and private schools. The SLCF

requirements should also be made applicable to

private school principals over time to ensure that these

schools too have well-prepared leadership.

5. Strengthen Continuous Professional
Development Programmes and Career
Progression

Currently, only 31 percent of government elementary

school teachers participate in some form of

continuous professional development. We need

significant investment in professional development22

to equip our teachers with the latest instruction

techniques and to maintain their motivation levels.

 Continuous professional development:

Educators should be required to participate in

continuous professional development that includes
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regular personalised support from experienced

coaches, ongoing training programmes provided

by premier TEIs and school leadership academies,

and peer support through online and offline

platforms such as subject teacher forums. The

training should be linked to their needs that are

identified through regular observation and

evaluation. Strengthening the District Institutes for

Education and Training (DIET) system by

adequately staffing them and ensuring that teacher

educators and cluster/ block resource coordinators

themselves receive good training would be one

solution.

 Career progression: Teacher career

progression should be merit-based and provide

teachers with a choice of several career tracks

based on their performance and area of interest

including curriculum development experts, teacher

educators, subject-matter expert heads,

administrative roles, and school leaders.

Principal career progression should be

performance-based and assessed on overall school

and student performance, teacher and staff feedback,

feedback from parents and community members. The

progression should allow for principals to grow into

school leader coaches, principal educators, or cluster

heads who manage multiple schools.

Key Lever 4:  Technology in Education

Given the centrality of technology to India’s 21st

century economy, technology should also be an

integral part of the education system. Technology must

be used to provide personalised learning opportunities

to students, scale high quality training solutions and

use real-time data for system accountability and

administrative efficiency.

To achieve the integrated use of technology in

education, we must ensure specific action around the

following building blocks:

1. Provide Access to Reliable Hardware
and Internet Connectivity

In 2013, only 23 percent of all elementary schools

and 61 percent of all secondary schools have

computers23. We know from our research and

observation that even when schools have computers,

often they are outdated, not in use, or lack internet

connectivity, thereby rendering them functionally

useless for students and teachers. By 2030, all

primary and secondary schools must have adequate

technology infrastructure in terms of hardware and

high-speed wireless internet connectivity and all

students within these schools must have access to

these devices so that they are utilised actively for

learning purposes.

2. High Quality Contextualised Digital
Content

India has tremendous diversity in terms of language

of instruction and state-wise curriculum across the

country. We must create and curate learning objects

mapped to curriculum in different languages. The

following two suggestions can help to achieve this

objective:

 The current National Repository of Open

Education Resources (NROER) initiative of the

MHRD should expand to work with private and

civil society organisations in curating high quality

resources.

The Government must launch a ‘Digital OER

India’ campaign that will incentivise private sector

players to release their content under open license,

develop new applications and bundle these open

educational resources on several platforms to

maximize usage. In South Korea, the Government

has signed contracts24 with public and private sector

to secure quality teaching and learning material.

It must also curate high quality global content,

localise it to Indian languages and map it to the

national and state curricula. As a start, some civil

society organizations in India have started localising
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and adopting Khan Academy. Involvement of

students, teachers, teacher educators and curriculum

specialists in development of this content will be

critical for their ownership and utilisation of these

materials in the classroom.

3 Develop Innovative Tech Enabled
Learning Models for Delivering High
Quality Learning at Scale

India is seeing the emergence of several promising

tech-based models including blended learning, virtual

learning and mobile-based self-learning. These

models create new possibilities for students to master

skills at their own pace, learn from expert teachers

and receive frequent feedback on their performance.

However, many of these models are at a nascent

stage of implementation and we do not have sufficient

data on the efficacy of their implementation.

Therefore, we must innovate and experiment with

various implementation models across the various

geographies and infrastructural disparities. State

governments can play a key role in launching pilots

to test models for learning outcomes and scalability

in their respective geographies. Pilots must be

evaluated using rigorous monitoring and evaluation

frameworks that can accurately reflect their ability

to affect student learning outcomes.

We should then scale proven models by building

institutional capacity and training existing

school teachers and leaders to adopt models that suit

their needs.

4. Train Teachers in Using Technology
Effectively

The effective implementation of technology in the

classroom requires teachers to tightly integrate

technology into curriculum and play the role of

learning facilitators. Currently, the teacher education

curriculum does not sufficiently emphasise education

technology, which is often provided as an elective

course in pre-service training. Moreover, while this

course trains teachers in digital literacy, it lacks focus

on application of technology in the classroom.

Teacher training programmes should develop

teachers’ capacities in both technical and pedagogical

aspects of technology usage. The teacher

competency framework should include these skills

and training programmes should be aligned to these

skills.

5. Use Technology to Improve the Quality
of Pre-service and in-service Teacher
Education

Technology makes it possible for an infinite number

of teachers spread across geographies to access

excellent educational resources. Additionally, with

technology, we can create more interactive and

practical learning opportunities for teachers that are

personalised to their needs and make continuous

professional development a reality.

In particular, three approaches hold promise for

implementation in India:

 Blended massive open online courses (MOOCs),

which provide online curriculum that is

implemented by faculty in teacher education

institutes, will help to train the requisite number of

teachers and provide high quality resources to

larger audiences of teachers. In the United States,

for example, the MOOC platform Coursera and

its content partners will offer 50 district-approved

professional development courses over the next

two years25.

 Independent digital resources, such as videos that

demonstrate best practices in pedagogy, can

supplement teacher education courses.

 Networking teachers across schools and localities

can create peer-learning opportunities and

strengthen feedback mechanisms.

6. Strengthening the Use of Data and
Accountability with Technology

A large amount of data collected today is not
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accessible in real time for generating timely actionable

insights. Further, the data collected tends to reside at

either the local or state or national level, but these

are rarely shared across levels to coordinate action.

India needs better monitoring systems at all levels

ranging from teachers to block level resource persons

to higher government officials.

Local communities equipped with tablet and

mobile phone-based applications can collect and

generate useful data resulting into better reporting

systems. With improved mobile device infrastructure

we can collect data through biometric scans, location-

based data, video and static images of activities in

classrooms and schools to track several indicators.

Seamless integration, real-time collection and

analysis of data at all levels would help to monitor

the health of the education system continuously.

Quality data and analytics available from such

Management Information Systems will also aid in

better designing schemes and lowering the leakage

in implementation. Technology can also enable building

capacity of different stakeholders empowering them

with tools to carry out their functions effectively.

Conclusion

The path to establishing an excellent education system

in India by 2030 is complex but the future of our

country demands that we give it our best effort. Given

that education is a concurrent subject in India, there

are numerous opportunities at different administrative

levels to innovate and try combinations of measures.

The various trends and measures outlined in this

document show that achieving our goal of all children,

regardless of their background, getting a high quality

education is attainable. We can demonstrate to the

world that with enough political will, an appropriately

structured incentive and regulatory framework, and

an appetite to experiment, we can deliver a high

quality, low-cost education system at scale.
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“With 65% of its population under 35 years, India is a youthful nation with a very
old culture. India has three things to make it the most powerful nation in the world
—democracy, demographic dividend and demand…”

– Prime Minister Narendra Modi, 2014

“Half of our population is below the age of 25 and in the next 10 years, the
largest workforce would be in India. This is the demographic dividend. We must
think (about) how we can use this with the help of training, education and skills.”

– President Pranab Mukherjee, 2014
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
s the world’s largest democracy and tenth-

largest economy, India has one of the youngest

populations in the world. In twenty years, when

the average age of the populations of the developed

world will be on the decline, India’s will be on the

ascent. This “demographic dividend” is an integral

part of the growth story that is being penned. But for

this to translate into productivity and growth, India

will have to lay special emphasis on educating and

training its burgeoning youth population.

Also, economists and development experts have

shown conclusively that for economic growth to

translate into human development, education provides

the vital link. Without access to quality education the

disparity between the haves and have-nots will

continue to widen, despite economic growth and

development. India does not have a choice.

Education at all levels – primary, secondary and

tertiary – will have a role to play in preparing the

young population to achieve India’s multi-faceted

potential as a knowledge economy, a manufacturing

hub, a services provider, and a world leader. This

paper proposes a fresh and bold vision for India’s

higher education sector and suggests what it might

take to realise that vision. It is organised as follows:

 2030: A Vision

India and its education system in 2030

 2014: The Status Quo

State of India’s higher education system and its

challenges

 From 2014 to 2030: The Journey Ahead

What India needs to do

2030 : A VISION
2030- This year marks 80 years of constitutional

democracy, 40 years of economic liberalisation, and

20 years of accelerated educational reform. And

while each of these is a milestone in itself, it is the

last that is particularly momentuous at a time when

the world’s oldest civilisation is also the world’s

youngest country.

In 2030, the median age of India’s 1.5 billion

strong population is a mere 32; a good ten years lower

than most other nations in the world. In 2030, India

is the largest contributor to the global workforce, its

working age population surpassing 950 million. In

2030, India has emerged to be the world’s third-

largest economy, a reality that has been achieved by

the country’s pioneering reforms in college and

university education over the past 15 years.

Over the last 15 years, India has transformed its

WHITE PAPER

A
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higher education (HE) landscape. It has created

widespread access to low-cost high-quality university

education for students of all levels.

With well-planned expansion and a student-

centric learning-driven model of education, India has

bettered enrolment and learning outcomes. A

differentiated 3-tier university system – where each

tier has a distinct strategic objective – has enabled

universities to build on their strengths and cater to

different categories of educational needs. With the

effective use of technology, India has been able to

resolve the longstanding tension between excellence

and equity. By making teaching an attractive career

path, India has also undertaken large-scale reform

to improve faculty-student ratios. Finally, a boost to

research and collaborations, and fundamental shifts

in funding and governance models have

metamorphosed the system.

As a result of these wide and deep educational

reforms, India’s HE sector looks very different now

from the way it did in 2014.

India has donned the mantle of a higher education

leader, and is a role model for the developing world

because of its ability to deliver high-quality education

to vast numbers at a low cost. Students, academics

and employers now flock to India to learn, teach and

recruit. India’s 70 million student population has

become a force to reckon with. From among them

emerges India’s engine of growth: researchers,

academics, entrepreneurs, executives, skilled

workers. These students are not just the best in the

world, they are also the best for the world.

In short, India has gone from a post-secondary

education system that was nearly broken to one that

is touted to be best-in-class for the 21st century world

in less than two decades, and it is worth taking a

closer look at how the country made this remarkable

transformation.

2014: The Status Quo

2014. India’s higher education system is the third-

largest in the world, with around 30 million enrolments

across 45,000 institutions. Over the last four decades,

the number of institutions for higher education and

enrolment in them, have registered a seven-fold and

a twelve-fold growth respectively. To meet the

increasing demands of the young population, the

government has doubled the number of central

institutions over the last 6 years and increased its

budgetary allocation for higher education by 37%,

from INR 195 billion in 2011-12 to INR 265 billion in

2013-14.
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However, despite this expansion, the higher

education system is dotted with innumerable

problems. About one-fifth of the estimated 120 million

potential students are enrolled in higher education

institutions (HEIs) in India, below the world average

of 26 per cent GER (gross enrollment ratio). Wide

education institution is in the world’s top

200. The problem of low quality extends

to skill development and employability,

both of which are crucial pillars of

growth. Industry has consistently pointed

out the huge skill shortages: only 10% of

general graduates and 25% of engineers

in the country are perceived as

employable by the industry3. Moreover,

employability is skewed towards a few

institutions, with a significant proportion

of the total number of employable

graduates hailing from the top 30

institutions.

In this context, it would be useful to

delve deeper into the key challenges that

the Indian HE system currently faces so that all

stakeholders can collectively work towards

addressing them.

3.1 Shortage of Faculty and Poor Quality
of Faculty

The faculty issue can be summarised thus: there

disparities exist not only in the enrolment

percentages but also the attendance ratios

across genders, social groups and

geographies. Southern states of the

country have a much higher GER; the

gross attendance ratio (GAR) in urban

areas is almost three times that in rural

areas; women and backward strata of

society have significantly lower

enrolments and attendance ratios than the

national average2. With the number of

eligible students set to double by 2020, the

pressure to increase access to affordable

higher education for all is steadily

increasing.

At the same time, significant problems

exist with the quality of education

provided. India ranked second-last in the

U21 rankings of national higher education

systems. Not a single Indian higher
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is not enough good faculty, and the existing faculty is

not good enough.

India’s low GER indicates a huge supply-demand

gap that needs to be bridged. Although the government

has tried to meet the demand by increasing the

capacity of the HEIs, around 35% of faculty positions

in state universities and 40% in central universities

are lying vacant. While enrolment in higher education

has grown six times in the last 30 years, the faculty

strength has grown only four times and with rapidly

declining quality of academic capability. The declining

student-teacher ratio has led to a decline in the quality

of education that is imparted.

The quality and quantity issues both stem from

the fact that teaching in most higher education

institutions remains a low paying job. Training as a

professor requires a tremendous investment of one’s

time but the yields are usually not commensurate.

While there has been significant revision in

compensation in recent years, relative to other

careers, teaching and academics is not financially

attractive.  Moreover, there are little or no incentives

for income-supplementing research, formal teacher-

training programmes or opportunities for industry

experience.

3.2 Outdated Curricula and Pedagogy

Today, an Indian student is a passive learner on a

predefined education pathway; she has little say in

what to learn and the learning style involved. The

dominant mode of instruction is information loaded,

one-way lectures from the teacher to the student.

The instruction designed does not enable students to

become lifelong learners with a passion for

knowledge.

Curricula in most universities is outdated, passive

and rigid, and the pedagogy uninspiring. Students

complain that the curriculum is theoretical and seldom

relevant to the “outside world”. An Indian student is

required to choose a specialisation at the

undergraduate level.

The curriculum does not give him the freedom

to explore, which in turn, restricts his ability to

question, relate, and connect theory to practice.

The mode of transmission of knowledge from

teacher to student and university-level evaluation

policies simply test the ability of a student to

memorise, not his ability to examine and analyse.

3.3 Limited Research

Under-resourced institutions and under-qualified

faculty form a vicious cycle that have impeded the

growth of research in the country. Out of the 44,000

patent applications filed in India this year (less than

one-tenth of China’s contribution), only about 3% of

the applications are filed by the residents of the

country..

Over the years, there has been an increasing

tendency to treat research and teaching as two

distinct activities. This has led to the increasing

isolation of one form from the other, inhibiting students

from benefiting from the synergy of the two. Even

the country’s top universities remain largely teaching-

focused with limited research and doctoral education.

The heavy burden of teaching coupled with low

incentives does not give faculty the impetus to devote

time to research.

3.4 Inadequate Infrastructure

Inadequate funding, land shortage and ineffective use

of resources are the three main problems that impede

the successful expansion of the higher education

system. 48% of the universities and 69% of colleges

do not meet the criterion of minimum investment in

physical facilities and infrastructure. While some

colleges do not have quality academic resources in

the form of books, computers and journals, others do

not even have basic classroom infrastructure in place.

The government is trying to use digital media to bridge

some of these gaps but the existing infrastructure is

inadequate.

3.5 Poor Governance and Leadership

Depsite awareness about the ills that plague the

system, as a country, India has struggled to address

the fundamental issues of quality in higher education.

The availability of quality academic and administrative

leadership in higher education is a significant issue
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both for the building and running institutions, as also

for the governance of the sector from a regulatory

and accreditation perspective. The regulatory

environment for higher education is multi-layered and

ambiguous. An environment of institutionalised

adhocism and misplaced priorities has been fostered

by the overlapping of power and functions at the level

of different statutory bodies at both the central and

state levels. The often-contradictory approval

mechanisms and inspection regimes have made the

system inefficient and opaque, and opened the door

for corruption and nepotism. As a result, a large

number of private players have entered the system,

and built a reputation for profiteering. This, in turn,

has bred a deep mistrust between the regulators and

private providers.

3.6 Inadequate Funding

Lack of funding is a challenge at two levels: the

student’s and the institution’s.

As far as the student is concerned, though there

are various scholarships offered by the University

Grants Commission (UGC), they cannot cater to the

needs of the growing population. Banks do offer

education loans but they have a significant interest

rate associated with them.

The 12th Five Year Plan has identified an

anticipated resource gap of Rs. 3,00,000 crores

against a total projected outlay of over Rs. 4,00,000

crores, of the Department of Higher Education.

Setting up an HEI is both capital and land-intensive,

and therefore expensive. An ambiguous tax policy

and the treatment of HEIs as “not-for-profits”

discourage investment and private entrepreneurship.

Regulatory ambiguities abound here as well: for

instance, although the government has permitted

100% foreign direct investment in higher education,

the All India Council for Technical Education

(AICTE) still specifically prohibits foreign direct and

indirect investment.

From 2014 to 2030:
The Journey Ahead

The journey from 2014 to 2030 will not be an

easy one. But, outlandish as the Vision 2030 may

seem, we believe it is a realistic picture of what is

possible if only we put our collective might behind

pursuing it as a country. Achieving the lofty aspirations

of Vision 2030 requires deep and wide changes in

the current higher education infrastructure. A holistic

vision, a strategic approach, effective implementation

and sustained leadership must come together to make

this possible. This section explores some ideas and

suggestions that could metamorphose the higher

education system in India by 2030.

4.1 Differentiated University System

To create additional capacity for 40 million students,

India will have to pursue aggressive expansion in a

planned manner. However, unlike the current one-

size-fits-all approach, what the country needs is a 3-

tiered differentiated system, which would cater to

the needs of a heterogeneous student population,

efficiently utilise limited resources and effectively

serve the country’s various objectives. Institutions

of higher education in India should be classified into

three distinct categories and administered and

regulated accordingly.

Tier 1: Research institutions

Centres of excellence for the creation of new

knowledge with a set of talented, research-oriented

Equity Focussed Institutions

Career Focussed
Institutions
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students. These will go on to become some of the

top universities of the world.

Tier II: Career-focused institutions

Industry-aligned professional educational

institutes that prepare students for white-collar jobs.

These institutions will cater to the bulk of the demand

generated by the growing economy especially in

professional sectors like IT, engineering, law and

medicine and other areas like environment and energy

where large number of professionals and managers

will be required.

Tier III: Equity-focused institutions

Wide range of courses aimed at providing holistic

education to the masses. These institutions address

the social objectives of ensuring that every citizen

has access to low-cost and high-quality education

regardless of their intellectual capabilities and social

standing. This would include vocational training to

prepare students for a skills-based economy.

4.2 Large, Motivated Faculty

If there was one thing one had to do to expand and

improve the quality of higher education in India, it

would be to increase the availability of quality faculty

to teach at our colleges and universities. But, to get

the numbers of faculty required for the expansion

envisaged in Vision 2030 is, in fact, almost impossible.

The prevailing norms and incentives to attract qualified

professionals to academics are relatively unattractive,

and even if they were to be significantly improved,

the demand for faculty for an additional 40 million

students could be well over 2 million, (assuming

traditional norms of faculty to student ratios) over

the next 15 years.

Thus, the objective has to be not only increase

the numbers of qualified faculty but also significantly

increase the student to faculty ratio. While this section

talks about initiatives on the former, only the use of

technology can help with the latter and is discussed

later in this paper.

Recently, the Human Resources Development

Minister, Smriti Irani, announced “Operation Faculty

Recharge”, a scheme to augment the research and

teaching resources of universities. This scheme will

identify causes for vacancies and make concerted

efforts to fill these. Effectively implementing this

scheme will go a long way towards addressing the

issue of faculty shortage, but needs to be

supplemented by incentivising people to take up

faculty positions.

4.2.1 Modify recruitment norms and

provide better incentives

The faculty recruitment norms as suggested by the

UGC are stringent and the incentives provided to the

faculty are not commensurate to the efforts taken

by individuals to qualify under the recruitment norms.

A concerted effort towards greater remuneration and

better working conditions is critical to attracting and

retaining good faculty.

It is critical that those with postgraduate degrees

and even higher-calibre graduates should be

incentivised and recruited on a large scale to teach

undergraduate courses but only after attending

required formal teacher training programmes.

The equivalent of a Teach for India programme

is required at the college level. This should be a

national initiative for experienced industry

professionals to take up faculty positions, either part

time or full time. Again, such a programme will need

to be supported by teacher training and development

to ensure that these professionals are coached in

teaching properly to ensure student learning and

growth.

4.2.2 Institute reward and feedback systems

Apart from sourcing fresh talent, there must also

be a focus on retaining well performing faculty. This

requires developing a system of rewarding the best

faculty members by providing performance-linked

monetary and non-monetary benefits implementing

annual performance appraisals and clarifying

promotion standards.

A feedback mechanism could be instituted to

evaluate faculty performance through student and

peer review. In research-focused institutions,

significant weightage should be given to the faculty’s

research efforts. To ensure accountability and

transparency, all institutions, private or public, must

be encouraged to follow a peer review-based system
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with independent committees.

There is also the need to set up an independent

accreditation and benchmarking body that can help

assess individual faculty on the quality of their

teaching and research against objective criteria.

4.2.3 Facilitate faculty development

programs and exchange programs with top-end

institutions

Faculty development and teaching training

programmes will serve as an essential and critical

platform for Indian higher education to address

faculty shortage and quality issues. To develop

teaching skills and incentivise professionals and

students to take up faculty positions, dedicated training

institutions need to be set up in partnership with some

of the best universities in the world. These institutions

will also address the need to review existing and

discover best pedagogical practices and update the

curriculum to keep pace with global standards.

These faculty development programmes could

be institutionalised through collaborations with foreign

universities (like the Fulbright faculty development

program4) or with top-tier domestic institutions. They

could also be conducted over an online platform where

faculty from all over the world could share their

experiences and opinions.

4.3 Learner-Centred, Holistic, Relevant
Curricula and Pedagogy

To increase enrolment numbers and enhance

learning outcomes, the Indian higher education system

needs a well-planned expansion, and a learning model

that both engages students actively and facilitates

learning across disciplines.

4.3.1 Create a learner-centred paradigm of

education

The classroom needs to be converted into a space

where the teacher is not just an instructor but also a

facilitator. Instead of the professor acting as the sole

repository of knowledge, students must be trained to

be reflexive and thoughtful learners, learning from

their peers, their environment and from themselves.

This would need pedagogical tools that involve

less lecturing and more hands-on activity. The

curriculum content should be restructured to be

interactive and experiential. Evaluation policies should

depart from testing rote learning: students should

instead be assessed on real world projects, research

papers, presentations which expect them to apply

knowledge and skills to a real-world setting.  

4.3.2 Make learning holistic and relevant

Universities should adopt a multidisciplinary

curriculum that allows students to make an informed

decision about the subject that they want to pursue

further, and also inculcate crucial critical thinking

skills.

In addition to this, universities should focus on

the development of English language and

communication skills and leadership and team-building

skills, which will prepare them for the real world.

The teaching and learning of English at the university

level is a burning need in the country today. Given

the poor high-school preparation of students, entry

into college and a largely English-language curriculum

is a huge obstacle to learning and development.

The curriculum also needs to be made less

pedantic by linking academia with industry: the

inclusion of industry-oriented courses and vocational

training, designed specifically to cater to the industries’

need for manpower, would help enhance the

employability of students. While the implementation

of the National Vocational Qualification Framework

does aim to address create skilled manpower, the

integration of vocational education with higher

education institutes will remove the social stigma

attached to skills-based training.

4.3.3 Adopt innovative pedagogical

techniques

The time has come to aim for a radical shift in

educational structure with innovative pedagogical

tools to encourage learning. Faced with a shortage

of faculty and limited access to resources, universities

have begun blending the strengths of online education

and those of face-to-face education. This should be

taken to the last mile.

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), for

example, can standardise course delivery, curriculum,

and teaching. MOOCs can help solve problems of
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access by delivering course material on the scale that

is needed for India. SWAYAM, a new government

initiative to create a MOOC library is a step in this

direction. MOOCs designed in India could also

explore the possibility of breaking down language

barriers by providing content in regional languages

across the country.

Lectures delivered by faculty can be

supplemented by pre-recorded/live lectures given by

the best-in-class faculty at top institutions, thereby

fundamentally resetting the faculty to student ratios.

Being able to have faculty teach large numbers of

students by leveraging technology and MOOCs is

the only way to solve India’s grand challenge of

faculty scarcity in higher education.

4.4 Extensive and Quality Research

The Government has taken various measures for the

promotion and growth of research in the country. In

scientific areas, these include the increasing

successive plan allocations for scientific departments,

setting up new institutions for science education and

research, creating centres of excellence,

strengthening the infrastructure of Research &

Development (R&D) in universities, encouraging

public-private R&D partnerships and instituting

national awards for industry for outstanding R&D.

The Ministry is also funding research in the Social

Sciences and Humanities through its various research

councils5.

To bolster these efforts, the higher education

system needs to attract more researchers and

incentivise faculty to undertake research. However,

as mentioned earlier research funding and incentives

should be targeted to the Tier-1 research institutions

rather than to all institutions.

4.4.1 Attract top-notch faculty to conduct

research

Incentives like grants, higher salaries and

promotions should be put in place to attract top-notch

faculty to conduct research. While the UGC has a

Special Assistance Program (SAP) that sanctions

grants for research projects, these opportunities

are limited.

Universities should also create special funds to

sponsor researchers participating in international

seminars and conferences. Additionally, the

government should focus on the creation of national

or international level platforms that allow researchers

to present their findings. This is particularly important

in the arts, humanities and social sciences, where

opportunities are much fewer than in the sciences6.

4.4.2 Institute a mentor model

Recently, the Ministry of Human Resources

Development launched a promising programme

called the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan to connect

institutions of higher education, including Indian

Institutes of Technology (IITs), National Institutes

of Technology (NITs) and Indian Institutes of Science

Education & Research (IISERs) etc. with local

communities to address the development challenges

through appropriate technologies.

Adapting from this, a widespread mentor model

network could be established, where a leading
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international university with strong research

capabilities could mentor a few research-focused

institutions in India to help them develop their

research capabilities, policies, governance structures

etc. These research-focused institutions could in turn

mentor 4-5 other regional institutions and so on.

Creating such a network will result in the sharing of

best practices and expertise.

4.4.3 Promote collaboration

Research collaborations between top-tier

international institutions and Indian higher education

for high quality academic research can be facilitated

through joint research programmes across themes

that are of mutual interest.

The IIT Bombay-Monash Research Academy

(Australia) is a fine example of such research

collaboration. The two universities conduct joint

research in several areas including infrastructure,

clean energy and nano-technology. As research

funding and publications are predicted to move

towards Asian centres including India7, many

countries have shown an interest to collaborate with

research institutes in our country.

Also, developing strong linkages between

academia and industry will boost the quality and

quantity of industry-oriented research, which in turn

will have a positive impact on industry R&D.

Therefore, it is important for institutions to identify

sectors that are of relevance to industry, conduct

applied research, develop platforms (seminars,

portals etc.) and establish nodal agencies to co-

ordinate these.

4.5 Conducive Physical and Digital
Infrastructure

4.5.1 Develop the physical infrastructure

Before discussing the possibility of setting up

institutions in remote areas and digital classrooms, it

must be ensured that existing institutions have

adequate infrastructure. The cost of infrastructure,

especially appropriately-located and priced land is

certainly one of the key issues that is plaguing the

growth of the HE sector in India. Also, many existing

institutions have vast tracts of land and infrastructure

that is lying underutilised and can be developed and

leveraged. Creation of subsidised land parcels

especially for higher education and creating norms

for the utilisation of excess space and facilities in

existing public institutions can go a long way in solving

for infrastructure constraints.

Currently, funding and the efficient use of

resources are the two major issues that impede

development of basic infrastructure in Indian higher

education systems. Under the new corporate social

responsibility (CSR) guidelines, spending may amount

to 20,000 crore INR with at least 6,000 Indian

companies being required to undertake CSR projects.

As mentioned in the clarifications issued by Ministry

of Corporate Affairs, CSR funds can be used for

restoration and renovation of educational institutions,

under the ambit of “promotion of education”.

Therefore, even though there is availability of

government grants for creation of infrastructure, there

exists a wider pool of the corpus that can be tapped

into for the same.

4.5.2 Set up infrastructure to facilitate digital

learning  

Expansion of higher education requires intensive

use of land, which is finite in nature. MOOCs and

virtual learning address this problem; these

instruments enable us to deliver teaching in remote

areas or limited mobility. The courses offered by

institutions should offer certifications that are

recognized and accepted by the industry for the

employability of students.

However, in order to set up virtual classrooms

and ensure that higher education institutes adopt

MOOCs, there should be good Internet connectivity

across the country. This would be required for

institutions to reap the benefit of ongoing government

initiatives like National Knowledge Network, National

Mission on Education through ICT. It is also important

to ensure the availability of low-cost but reliable

devices like tablets, computers which form a major

part of virtual classrooms. Thus, ensuring Internet

connectivity and enabling device proliferation is not

just a nice to do but essential for enhancing education

in our country.
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4.6 Robust and Appropriate Governance
Framework

Revamping the governance framework for higher

education comprises efforts internal to institutions

(their management and leadership structures) as well

as external to institutions (the regulatory framework).

4.6.1 Instill greater autonomy

The regulatory focus must shift from ‘high

barriers to entry for quality institutions’ to ‘high

standards for accreditation’, with self-regulation and

self-critique becoming the norm.

The government should devolve direct

management of public institutions to boards

compromising academics, alumni and external

members and exert indirect forms of control based

largely on mechanisms such as performance-linked

funding and quality recognition. The regulatory

regime of multiple bodies with conflicting and

overlapping mandates should give way to a single

independent regulator that is largely hands-off.

In academic matters, the teacher should have

complete autonomy to frame her course and the way

she would like to assess her students. Eventually, the

higher education system could aim to enable students

to study different programmes at different

universities, earning credits in the process.8

4.6.2 Move from monitoring inputs to

regulating outcomes

Traditionally, regulatory bodies in Indian higher

education have been focused on monitoring inputs.

Universities are assessed on the size of built-up land,

number of books in their library, funds spent on

computers and so on, instead of on student learning

outcomes, their employment readiness or

performance in standardised tests. A conscious effort

to reverse this anomaly should made over the years

by linking public funding with performance variables.

Attempts could be made to shift the thrust from

consumption of allocated funds to outcomes from

utilised funds, effecting, at the same time, greater

autonomy in the use of allocated funds as well as

greater institutional responsibility towards their

effective utilisation.

4.6.3 Put in place compulsory accreditation

A national accreditation agency for higher

education and several other agencies with a

specialised focus should be set up to regulate

outcomes. Existing agencies are doing their best but

need to significantly strengthened. As a result, claims

to quality should no longer be based on internal

judgment by institutions themselves but would have

to be justified by an external process of peer review

and assessment by quality rating agencies. Each tier
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of universities could have a different rating scale,

allowing stakeholders to make comparisons across

like variables. Universities will be motivated to

improve their ratings and to upgrade their tier over

time. Further, in order to prevent barriers to entry

from developing, the accreditation system could allow

fledgling institutions to grow and find a foothold

before subjecting them to extensive scrutiny.

4.6.4 Move towards internationalisation

From an overall perspective, India must have the

desire and commitment to develop a globally

competitive education system. Internationalisation

could be a powerful driving theme, enabling the Indian

higher education sector to be in consonance with

global standards. The lines between “public” and

“private”, “Indian” and “foreign” need to blur and

give way to a system where only benchmarks and

quality matter.

A conversation has begun in the Ministry of

Commerce about creating Special Economic Zones

(SEZs) for education in India. By attracting bright

students for postgraduate and research in India and

FDI from reputed universities, it will be able to fuel

innovation and enterprise in the higher education

system9. These institutions could run the same

courses as in the parent campus and provide foreign

credits. Singapore, Malaysia and China are significant

global players in the cross-border higher education

attracting many reputed universities and hosting a

large pool of globally mobile students.

4.6.5 Create a leadership pipeline

Indian higher education is severely lacking in the

quantity and quality of leadership required to create

and run our institutions and regulatory bodies in a

high-quality manner. There is a crying need to set up

a high quality institution that focuses on leadership

development and continuing education for higher

education academic and administrative leaders. Such

an initiative should be launched as a national mission.

4.7 Innovative and Effective Funding
Systems

4.7.1 Examine different funding models

While the government will obviously need to

continue to increase its allocation to higher education,

it should adapt its funding models to cater to a tiered

higher education system as suggested above. Also, it

is critical that private funding for public institutions

should be pursued through the new CSR funding

norms – for example, creating a fund or endowment

for higher education to which private companies can

contribute CSR funds, which can then be used to

fund institutions, research, infrastructure, scholarships

and accreditation bodies. Education endowments

from private entities, individuals and alumni networks

should be encouraged through special tax benefits.10

To bring state universities to the level of central

universities, benefits that are considered essential for

a central university should be made available to the

state universities. State governments would therefore

need to significantly increase their support to

universities while the Centre could make matching

allocations. Most importantly, all public funding should

be linked to institutional performance.

4.7.2 Focus on funding for individuals

The government’s funding model should move

from funding for institutions to funding for individuals

(including faculty, students and researchers). With

the vision that no student should be deprived of a

good education, government-funded interest free

loans with a flexible income-based repayment plan

could be a good solution. Again, privately-funded loan

funds should also be encouraged. Faculty could be

given special loan forgiveness schemes (with some

mandatory service conditions post completion of their

education) for teacher training or post-graduate

degrees to fill the resource gap created by the

shortage of good teachers.11

4.7.3 Reexamine the “not-for-profit” status

of HEIs

The key challenge facing the government is how

to create quality world-class universities with limited

public finances. Investment from the private sector

would require the re-examination of the current “not

for profit” status of higher education institutions.

Although there is an apprehension that permitting ‘for-

profit’ institutions could result in undue

commercialization, the government can address this
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issue by ensuring that adequate regulatory checks

and “capped-return” models are put in place.

CONCLUSION
Let’s step back, once again, to the future. It’s

2030 and India seems to have entered a golden age

for higher education. The country’s sustained and

focused efforts since 2014 on six pillars: faculty,

curricula, research, infrastructure, governance and

funding have borne fruit: India is now a global leader

in higher education. India is the single largest provider

of global talent, with one in four graduates in the

world being a product of the Indian system.

India is among top 5 countries globally in cited

research output, its research capabilities boosted by

annual R&D spends totalling over US$ 300 billion.

India is in the fourth cycle of its research

excellence framework, with at least a 100 Indian

universities competing with the global best.

The Indian HE system is needs-blind, with all

eligible students receiving financial aid. Two-thirds

of all government spending towards higher education

is spent on individuals, including faculty and students.

India’s massive open online courses (MOOCs),

started by several elite research universities,

collectively enrol 60% of the world’s entire student

population.

Indian higher education institutions are governed

by the highest standards of ethics and accountability,

with every single one of them being peer-reviewed

and accredited.

To sum up, the three tiers of Indian universities

produce among the best-in-class knowledge creators,

problem solvers and process managers, who also

display deep social, cultural and ecological sensitivity,

are collaborative leaders and responsible citizens. In

effect, the Indian graduate of today is not only an

excellent human resource but also an admirable

human being.

Now, a golden vision for 2050 is India’s next

aspiration!
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1. The Demand-Side Problem

In broad strokes, the problem facing the power sector

can be described as follows:

 To fulfil the necessary condition of end-use

consumption of electricity to meet GDP targets.

 To minimise the requirement of such end-use

consumption by making consumption of electricity

more efficient, in turn -

 By economising usage by consumption sectors

such as Households, Commercial

Establishments, Irrigation, Industry, and

Others; and

 By minimising losses in Transmission &

Distribution.

 To make electricity generation more efficient

 To reduce GHG emissions per unit of electricity

generated

 To move towards energy security, technological

security and minimise the fuel import bill

To sustain India’s economic growth and improve

the well-being of its people, a steady increase in the

generation and consumption of electricity is a

necessary condition. As of 2014, about 960 billion

kWh (or billion units – BUs) of electricity are

consumed in India with present electricity generation

capacity of about 255 Gigawatt (GW). This translates

to around a thousand BUs of energy generation for

2015i. By 2030, i.e. in the next 15 years, this needs

to increase to 3400-3800 billion BUsii , i.e. to about

three and a half times the current level.

On the demand side, industry and households

together account for more than 45% of total energy

demand and their share is expected to rise even

further, closer to 60% by 2030. About 23% of all

energy generated is lost to Transmission &

Distribution (T&D) losses. With the assumption of

improvements in T&D, these losses would reduce to

about 10% by 2030iii, putting the overall requirement

estimate to about 3,300 BUs.

2. The Supply-Side Challenge

About 60% of India’s generation capacity is coal

based thermal. Conventional sources comprising

Coal, Gas, Diesel, Nuclear and Hydro together

comprise about 87.5% of all installed capacity.

Renewables, though comprising 12.5% in terms of

capacity, generate energy at about 5% of the energy

mixiv. While the total amount of electricity required

and the year- on-year increases thereof can be

reasonably estimated, the challenge is in estimating

the actual source / technology mix. This mix is

impacted by various factors such as energy security,
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technology changes, and climate change and other

externalities among others.

It is generally accepted that global warming is

one if the biggest risks and it is a result of carbon

intensive activities. Studies indicate that India would

be amongst the most affected by global

warming and climate change. The Planning

Commission’s Final Report of the Expert Group

on Low Carbon Strategies for Inclusive Growth,

published in April 2014 gives two possible scenarios

for the fuel / technology mix to meet a generation

requirement of about 3,400 BUs by 2030.

The first scenario is the Baseline Inclusive

Growth (BIG) strategy, considering Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) is to grow till 2030 at a Compounded

Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of about 7%.v

The second one is the Low Carbon Inclusive

Growth (LCIG) which keeps us within our carbon

emission targets while marginally impacting growth

(6.9% GDP growth). It is worth noting that in terms

of generation from renewables the BIG scenario has

already nearly been achieved as of 2014. LCIG

scenario, though a stiff challenge to achieve, still

seems within the realm of very real possibility given

the right policy impetus.

Conventional Generation

The power sector has been placing an increasing

import bill on the country with domestic coal

production not being able to meet the ever increasing

demand. Coal based power is and will remain the

primary source of power for us. Even if the share of

Table 2 : India Power Generation Mix by 2030 – Scenarios

its installed capacity goes down from the presently

about 60% to about 46% by 2030, the major share of

capacity addition of about 180MW is expected to

come from it. Generation technology in India currently

uses old sub-critical technology. The share of more

efficient technologies like super critical, ultra-super

critical and Integrated Gasificatio n Combined Cycle

(IGCC) technologies would be required for cleaner

and more efficient power.

Renewable Generation – Wind and Solar

The plan for generating 3400 BUs by 2030 should

have a Wind and Solar share of about 16% as

envisaged under the LCIG scenario. This would

require about a third of the total installed capacity

comprising of these two.

Of renewable power, wind and solar power are

the largest two in terms of potential capacity, however

there are other renewable technologies that are

already at grid scale and could contribute significantly

to the energy mix, such as, biomass power and

gasification, bagasse cogeneration, waste to power

and small hydro.

In LCIG scenario, installed capacities of wind

and solar have to be increased to 118GW and 110GW,

respectively, by 2030. The new Government, after it

came into power in May 2014 set an even more

ambitious target of 100GW by 2020 for solar, no
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official target has yet been set for wind. The current

installed capacity is 2700MW for solar and

22,000MW for wind power.

Therefore to achieve 100GW by 2020 for solar

will require around 19,500MW of additional capacity

every year for the next 5 years. While 118GW by

2030 for wind, will require 6,500MW of additional

capacity for the next 15 years. With the current trend

of additional installed capacity of renewable energy

at 1,000 – 1,500MW annually, it is clear that the

Government has to do something drastic to attract

enough investor, developer and manufacturing interest

to make sure these targets are met.

Distributed Generation

Distributed generation can be implemented as a

necessity, especially in rural areas which have been

abandoned by the grid or in urban areas as an extra

revenue stream and as an avenue for personal energy

security.

Off-grid biomass and solar energy generation can

play a vital role in addressing India’s increasing

electricity demand especially in rural areas.

Developers like Husk Power Systems are already

attempting to harness this potential by implementing

village level micro-grids connected to a biomass

generator that uses local agricultural waste as

feedstock. The feedstock required for biomass

generators is variable and it is this that makes the

model look so attractive. Notably, in Himalayan areas

where grid connectivity is not economically feasible,

these village level micro-grids can be installed to

deliver power from pine needles and sawdust

feedstock, which can be found abundantly in these

areas.

In urban areas, idle residential or large industrial

and commercial rooftops can now partake in solar

heating or solar power generation, which through the

net metering concept can provide additional income

to its owners. Having the generators and load in such

close proximity will not only reduce the burden on

the grid but also improve transmission efficiency.

The only problem in this model is the financing

aspect and this is where the Government needs to

step in. Off-grid generators because of their low

creditworthiness lack access to capital. Even solar

rooftop requires a high upfront capital cost. The

government already provides a capex subsidy for

such investments, however, further assistance from

public sector banks required in terms of access to

capital for these projects to really take off.

Nuclear Energy

A grid can never depend fully or even substantially

on renewable energy because the generation is very

erratic and fluctuates greatly depending on time of

Figure 1 : Fuel / Technology-wise Power Generation Mix in GW; Current and 2030 (P)
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day and season. Solar peaks generation is during the

day while demand is highest at 7pm in the evening

when solar and even wind generation are not at their

highest generation outputs. 50%-60% of the units

generated by a wind farm are during the monsoon

months of May-September, while demand peaks in

summer as well as winter high during the year.

The US and India had signed a Civil Nuclear

Agreement which has been recently followed by India

and Australia signing a Civil Nuclear Cooperation

Agreement, that showcases the Government’s desire

to promote nuclear power as a viable source of

energy. Generation of nuclear power does not involve

emission of GHGs, and since it provides a stable

source of base load power, nuclear energy is

attracting attention as a low carbon source of power.

Unfortunately, civil liability clauses and also the

public safety concerns of nuclear power plants,

heightened after the Fukushima disaster, have

hampered the progress made in this area. To

accelerate nuclear power development the

Government needs to enact an appropriate civil

liability framework and have awareness campaigns

for the public to inform them of the relative safety of

our nuclear plants in operation.

This will require increased transparency and

better communication on part of the Department of

Atomic Energy and the Atomic Energy Regulatory

Board.

3. The Required Renewable Impetus

For the government to meet the ambitious renewable

energy capacity target that it has set for itself, a

supportive environment for the industry is needed.

Even though source of energy in renewables is free

and unlimited over time, the overall financial cost of

generation cannot compete with conventional power.

This comparison, of course, does not account for the

environmental impact and other externalities.

Renewables also have an impact from the energy

security perspective by reducing dependence on

imported fossil fuels. All this calls for a government

push for renewable power with a favourable policy

framework.

Tax and other Government Incentives

Accelerated Depreciation (AD) for wind power

plants was a major enablers to the rapid expansion

of wind installations during the late nineties and early

2000s. There was a sharp decline in Wind capacity

additions in FY13 when AD was removed in 2012

(Figure 2). Therefore, it is imperative for the

government to continue such incentives to the

renewables sector.

Figure 2 : Solar and Wind capacity additions; Sharpe decline of additions in FY13 as compared to FY12
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In addition, including a separate income tax

exemption on renewable energy bonds could provide

further investor stimulus to the sector. Renewable

energy bonds qualified under the infrastructure

umbrella which had an annual cap for investment.

However the Government should permit a separate

category to make eligible renewable energy bonds

completely tax free without any upper

limit. This will cause a flood of investment into

renewable energy which will of course have to be

managed to ensure that there is no misuse of the

provision. However this private investment will go a

long way to replace government spending especially

on capex subsidies and the like.

An issue that does not get much headlines is

minimum alternative tax (MAT). Although profits for

a ten year period are exempt under Section 80I of

the Income Tax Act, a renewable energy company

still has to pay between 19%-21% of MAT. The cash

flow impact of such a rule cannot be overstated. A

MAT reduction of 20% to 10% alone can cause a

0.12 Rs/kwh drop in the cost of renewable energy.

This will also free up cash that can be better utilised

towards installing additional capacity or investing

in R&D.

Feed-In-Tariff

Feed-In-Tariffs (FITs) set by State Electricity

Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) for wind power

vary widely between states. Many sites with good

wind potential do not make the cut for viability

because of lower tariff in respective state. On the

other hand sites with lower potential get the

investments as they provide the required returns to

the investor. This is sub-optimal solution for the

country as a whole. There is need for alignment of

tariff regime of different states.

For Solar power, reverse bidding process is the

usual process for tariff discovery in most states. Now

that solar power is approaching grid parity, there is a

school of thought that the reverse bidding process

should be stopped as it only results in a race to the

bottom, where IPPs bid over-aggressively to win

capacity but compromise on quality of delivery in

order to ensure their returns. The Government should

move towards an FIT model for solar projects as

well. This will drive growth in investments in solar

power as investors will be get more comfort on

the returns.

Renewable Purchase Obligations

The Govt. has very admirably created an extra

incentive for IPPs by introducing Renewable

Purchase Obligations (RPOs) for DISCOMs that can

be traded through Renewable Energy Certificates

(RECs) accredited to developers. However, these

market based instruments have very low take up due

to weak enforcement of commitments by the State

DISCOMs. The penalty regime currently in place

should be done away with and instead replaced with

an incentivised program. In this scheme, State

Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) will

voluntarily set the State DISCOMS RPO target, and

the Central Govt. can structure their allocation of

central funds to the respective State Governments

based on their adherence to their RPO commitments

and the ambitiousness of their initial target given the

renewable potential of the State.

It is envisaged that using the carrot of extra

central funding will be a far more useful driver for

demand of RECs than the stick of penalties which

could end up being more expensive to enforce.

Renewable Energy Act and Central Procurement

India is the only country in the world with a

separate Union Ministry for Renewable Energy,

highlighting the importance government places on its

development and promotion. However, India does not

yet have an independent Renewable Energy Act. This

needs to be implemented at the earliest and this will

not only help rationalise the laws surrounding the

industry but also boost investor confidence.

The Act can recommend central procurement

of power at a CERC fixed tariff which will go a long

way in promoting the bankability of each project due

to the reduction of the DISCOM risk.

The Act will also allow the Government more

flexibility in incentivising renewable energy projects

through reduction of electricity duty, open access
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charges, wheeling and banking charges, thus making

inter-state transactions feasible.

National Clean Energy Fund

The Government imposes a coal cess at the rate of

Rs. 100 per tonne of coal produced or imported into

the country which would collect an amount of almost

Rs. 6,000 Crvi in a year. This is routed to the National

Clean Energy Fund (NCEF). This cess should not

just be limited to coal but to all fossil fuels to truly

reflect the impact they have on CO2 emissions. This

can be an alternative to a cap and trade model which

is difficult to enforce. Rolling the cess out to cover

all fossil fuels will more than double the annual

collection of the NCEF.

The funds of the NCEF can then be used for

multiple purposes. For e.g., subsidies for renewables

like generation based incentive, capex subsidies,

interest subventions, hedging support etc. can be

effectively funded from this route. Interest adds

greatly to the cost of a power project. Reducing the

rate of interest by even 2% can have a Rs. 0.20 –

0.30/kwh reduction in the cost of generating

renewable power.

The budgetary requirement for India to develop

a sustainable approach towards energy generation

and consumption is far greater than what can be

sourced from local funds. The government needs to

encourage international investors to partake in the

development model as well. With low international

interest rates, the domestic market will ordinarily look

very attractive for these external investors. However

with extremely high hedging costs at around 5%-6%

and the added regulatory hurdles, this presently is

not such an attractive option for domestic borrowers.

The NCEF can be used as a support fund which can

subsidize the currency hedging cost.

4. Common Themes

All three steps in the energy value chain: generation,

transmission (T&D) and consumption, throw up

significant challenges, and opportunities to make the

overall process more efficient. Interventions at each

step are required to help us meet our energy needs.

Each step also faces fundamental issues which

impede growth.

Land Acquisition, and Evacuation Issues

Like most other infrastructure projects land

acquisition and right-of-way (RoW) disputes are the

leading cause of delays and cost over runs of

renewable energy projects. The other issue being lack

of evacuation infrastructure provided by the state

DISCOMS.

The new government is proposing a new Land

Acquisition Act that will hopefully make it easier for

infrastructure projects to acquire land thereby

removing the single greatest hurdle to infrastructure

development in our country. Some state governments

grant deemed land conversion approval for

renewable energy projects. This significantly reduces

the paperwork required for each project and reduces

delays. This should be implemented in all states.

State DISCOMs have to be supported by Central

Agencies in terms of the development of transmission

infrastructure otherwise all the good intentions of a

Union Government pro renewable policy will fall flat.

If a simple process for an IPP is available, where

all one needs to do is apply for evacuation approval,

buy the land, develops the project and plug it into a

Government substation, it would reduce the cost of

such projects by at least 30%.

Reform of Power Retail

State DISCOMs are almost universally in bad

financial health. Losses generated by these

DISCOMs have had an adverse impact on state

funds. Since power generation has been privatised,

there is no reason as to why power retail cannot be

privatised too. This will not only bring competition

and innovation into the power retail space but also

reduce theft though better management. The public

sector can then fully concentrate on maintaining and

expanding the transmission and distribution

infrastructure.

General examples for this would be the growth

and penetration brought about by the privatisation of

telecoms and satellite dish TV. Specific examples are
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the success stories of Tata Power in Delhi and

Reliance in Mumbai.

Privatisation of power retail distribution will

benefit the end users through more choice over their

power service providers. Private retailers should be

able to have better pricing through economies of scale

and professional modern management of the

distribution network. Assuming permissibility of Inter-

state sale, IPPs will benefit from having a greater

range of clients for their products which will increase

their negotiating power for tariff setting.

In any case there needs to be concerted effort

to move away from the age old utility model, as it

clearly not working and a fresh approach employed

for the delivery of energy.

Grid and Transmission

A robust grid is required to absorb intermittent power

from renewable power plants. In addition the technical

losses from the grid are around 10% of generated

units. These two issues necessitates an immediate

up-gradation of the grid. Impressive efforts have been

made to provide interconnectivity between all the

regional grids to develop a truly national grid, however

the interconnectivity still remains limited to certain

points. Having an integrated grid will improve overall

grid management as well as form a platform for the

development of demand-supply management

systems.

However, the fact that 100,000 villages still

remain un-electrified points to the requirement for

not just modern infrastructure but better penetration

of the grid as well. Power is a big pre-cursor to

growth and if it is not being provided universally then

it defeats the whole basis of an inclusive

growth model.

Green corridors are another option for the

evacuation of renewable energy projects being

explored by the government and should be expedited.

The grid forms the skeleton of the power industry

and once investors are convinced that this is strong

there will be ample interest in the opportunities for

both generation and retail.

Bank Capital

To make renewable energy more scalable, public

sector banks have to be encouraged to add renewable

energy projects under their priority lending sector.

Another issue to be addressed is the asset-liability

mismatch in the tenor of loans offered by banks.

Typically banks offer 12-13 year term loans while

the average life of a wind farm or solar park is 20-25

years. Banks need to be encouraged to extend the

tenor to match the working life of the asset.

There is also a need to provide or subsidise the

currency risk hedging available today.

Promoting Local Manufacturing and need
for R&D

The domestic manufacturing industry needs to

be encouraged for complete energy security to be

realised. While the wind sector has encouraged local

manufacturing, the solar sector, which is poised to

grow exponentially, faces many manufacturing

challenges from global players, who have

overcapacity, far lower interest costs and higher

incentives / subsidies as compared to their Indian

counterparts. Several solar equipment manufacturing

industries in India are either operating at sub-optimal

capacity and/or have shut down production. The solar

manufacturing industry is in desperate need for a shot

in the arm which would lead to increased investment,

job creation, reduce foreign exchange outflow and

sustain long term growth.

To support the domestic solar and wind

manufacturing industry the Government has to create

a capex support scheme for the as well as tax and

duty rationalisation and exemptions.

India should recognize the importance of

technological innovations required to make the growth

of renewable energy viable. Companies are

encouraged to incur R&D expense through a 200%

tax deduction. However, companies still spend very

little of their cash on R&D and even the R&D

performed in academic institutions doesn’t seem to
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have a route to market. Amongst developing nations,

India has one the lowest patent rates as well as a

comparatively low R&D expense as a percentage

of total expense. To change this mind-set requires a

dual change. It requires stability of Government policy

so as to encourage companies to invest in long term

strategies (like R&D) and it requires better

interconnectivity between India’s excellent academic

class and India’s excellent business class possible

through the route of specialist R&D venture

capitalists. There are several potential areas within

renewable energy where further R&D is required to

make them commercially viable. Some of these are

algae induced biogas, bio-diesel, energy storage, small

hydro, hydrogen fuel cells or waste to energy

solutions. All of these have the potential to be game

changers in their own right.

India has always in the past inherited established

technologies from the rest of the world at high costs.

However, with adequate Government support India

can be an R&D hub which instead exports cutting

edge technology to the rest of the world.

Energy Efficiency

India is rapidly urbanising with 600 million citizens

forecasted to live in cities and towns by 2020. This

necessitates a rapid growth in the construction of

residential and commercial buildings. Since this

combined segment would be the biggest of the energy

consumption pie, it be becomes important to innovate

in technologies which are efficient and economically

viable. The Energy Conservation Building Code

(ECBC) has already been made mandated by the

Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) and should be

rolled out for all commercial buildings in all states.

Replacing incandescent bulbs with CFL/LED can

make our consumption efficient, but the upfront cost

is prohibitive from many. An approach to get over

this hurdle can be for the DISCOM to sell the CFL

or LED to the end user with an EMI to cover the

cost is added to the monthly bill. Thus depending on

usage, the monthly bill including the EMI, might come

out to be lower than before due to the saving in energy

consumption. If we assume that by 2031-32 all lamps

are CFL or LED the savings in lighting will amount

to 70-80%.

Demand side management through the promotion

of energy efficiency is as, if not more, important as

increasing generation capacity. Labelling and star

rating has been found to be effective in promoting

the use of more energy efficient appliances. We

recommend that the Government make star rating

compulsory for all appliances and industrial equipment.

The Government can then encourage the production

of more energy efficient plant and machinery through

a capex subsidy

for high star rated equipment and appliances. The

rating system also should be periodically tightened to

appropriately capture the benefits of technological

improvements.

The issue with residential buildings, as also with

some commercial property development, is that the

builders, and eventual the end users (buyers or

tenants) want low upfront cost. Therefore, there is

little incentive to invest in a green building. One way

to align the vision of the government, builders and

end users is to quicken the process of approval for

building plans and reducing the cost of obtaining

permits. Ensuring that local authorities have the

necessary mechanism in place to do so effectively is

important. Incentives such as reduced property tax

and stamp duty for green buildings or financial

incentives for end users in terms of reduced interest

on housing or commercial building loans for green

buildings have been used in other parts of the world,

and can be applied to the Indian context.

5. The Future

The future of energy will have two underlying themes.

First is better integration of information systems and

electricity to drive efficiency. Second is localisation

of power management. While higher generational

capacities and enhanced grid penetration will ensure

that electricity is the prime provider of energy.

Better generational capacity and grid stability will

encourage the use of mass transit for passenger and

freight transport. Metro Rail intra-city and High Speed

Rail inter-city are already being explored. With better
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grid infrastructure and cheaper energy, these will be

rolled -out to all towns and cities with a population

greater than one million. Many auto companies are

coming up with electric cars and scooters which are

expected to gain acceptability with better technology.

Up-gradation of city infrastructure is required to make

it pedestrian or two wheeler friendly as it is a cheaper,

healthier and more sustainable form of transportation.

Hopefully, the R&D in other areas of renewable

energy will pay off and bio-diesel and battery storage

will help in further decreasing our dependency on

fossil fuels. Pump storage is one alternative where

low-cost off-peak electric power is used to pump

water from lower elevation reservoir to a higher one.

During periods of high electrical demand, the stored

water is released through turbines to produce electric

power. The old utility model of treating consumers

as load and will move towards more personalised

solutions as is already happening around the world.

Power companies of the future will be more like

Google and Comcast, software and media companies

that already vying for control over the home eco-

space and will just make electricity integral of their

offering. The advent of solar rooftop has made this

transition easier for these companies. They will solar

rooftop to power your house, technology to collect

data on energy use and use automation to improve

the efficiency of your energy use. The current utilities

provide power to the meter but are not too concerned

with what happens beyond that. These companies

which will be smaller and more nimble in their

responses to change will be better at managing power

after the meter, throughout your home.

For consumers, the allure of these players will

not simply be lower electricity bills and a choice of

greener energy but the ability, through digitally

controlled interfaces and gadgets offered for a fee

by these vendors, to intricately control electricity use

in ways impossible before.

Information systems will bring disruptions in

many facets. Internet-of-things, big-data and

analytics, which is touted to touch every part of our

lives, might fundamentally change the way we

produce and use energy. The move towards a smart

grid, through the combination of the electric grid,

advanced communications, automation and IT

systems that can monitor and control power flows

and match production and consumption in real time

will greatly improve the efficiency of the grid

management saving billions of dollars.
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t’s 10.30 AM as Naina Dixit walks into the  offices

of a bank at Nariman Point, the upscale heart of

Mumbai’s business district. Soaking wet, she’s

late again because she had to wade through water-

logged roads to the train station thanks to a downpour;

there was no chance of finding a taxi in her semi-

flooded neighborhood. She managed to catch the

women-only service on the Western Line. Then she

slogged along the cracked and litter-strewn sidewalks

to her office. Once at the office, she changed into

fresh clothes, in order to look the part of the high-

profile executive assistant she is.

The point of this vignette is to portray how

difficult daily life can be for the 377 million Indians

who live in cities, even for the middle class. For the

poor, of course, it is much worse. 22% of families in

urban India live in slums, where basic amenities are

in short supply. Only two-thirds of city residents have

sewage or septic coverage, and 26 percent lack piped

water. The heavy rain that inconveniences Dixit can

devastate these areas, washing away homes and

spreading disease.

Given India’s economic progress over the last

20 years, it’s fair to ask: why hasn’t that translated

into a better quality of urban life? In fact, things may

even have deteriorated over the last two decades.

Perhaps politics explains a lot. The state of

India’s cities is a function of political disengagement

at the highest level. With most of the country living in

rural areas, we have found cities easy to ignore. In

effect, successive Governments have used cities as

a bank to pay for the rest of the state. Even today,

urban areas will account for only about 178 of the

543 seats in the Lower House of Parliament.

Historically, poor voter turnouts in urban areas have
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distanced cities even further from India’s political and

development process.

While things are beginning to change, this doesn’t

bode well for major urban reforms, particularly when

the largest wave of urbanization is yet to come.

Between 2011 and 2030, the McKinsey Global

Institute estimates that the population of India’s cities

will increase from 377 million to more than 610 million.

By then, India will have about 70 cities with a million

or more people, up from 53 today. Cities will account

for 70 percent of GDP and 85 percent of tax receipts.

There will be seven “mega-cities” with more than

10 million people, up from three today. Over the past

several years, we have started to debate how to fix

its cities; several committees have come up with their

reports.

India spends just $17 per person per year on

urban infrastructure. We estimate that the required

funding is $134. Political authority is also in short

supply. Mayors of Indian cities are typically leaders

in name only; it is appointed bureaucrats

(commissioners) who manage daily affairs.

Appointed for two- to three-year terms, they mostly

lack a stake in the long-term development of the city.

Very few cities have integrated long-term master-

plans on transportation, housing, and basic

infrastructure. Finally, there is an acute shortage of

people with expertise in urban affairs.

And this hints at what we see as the largest

problem of all. Because India has underinvested and

undervalued its cities for so long, it has not developed

the capabilities it needs to do better. Rather than dive

into the specifics of, say, transportation or zoning,

we focus here on five bold ideas that can establish

the foundations for long-term improvement in our

I
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cities. We believe, unless these are implemented—

and sooner the better --India will not be able to solve

the massive urban challenges it faces.

1. Transfer 20 Percent of GST (good and
services tax) Directly to the Cities

India’s cities account for almost 85 percent of

its taxes, but almost all of it goes to state and national

governments. A better idea is to allow cities a stake

in their own growth by sharing a portion of the taxes

that they generate. The Central Finance Commission

has made a modest step in this direction, allocating

$1 billion per year (around 1.5% of the estimated

GST) to the urban bodies. That is not nearly enough.

In China, 25 percent of the VAT goes to the city

where it is generated. Cities therefore benefit directly

from local investment; no wonder the mayors roll

out red carpets for investors. By contrast, investors

often perceive Indian cities as unwelcoming. Shifting

taxes this way could raise roughly $45 per person

per year-going a long way to close the funding gap.

2. Monetize Land to Fund Infrastructure.

Antiquated planning norms have prohibited Indian

cities from raising money that could be used to fund

infrastructure. India has shied away from growing

vertically and charging for it or from auctioning green-

field urban land. India’s tendency to use a standard

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 1—meaning developers

are allowed to build the equivalent of one-story high

on available land--means that cities have sprawled

outward rather than upward.

Major cities around the world finance

infrastructure by monetizing land, either by selling

land directly or selling the rights to higher FARs, so

that developers can build taller buildings on a site.

For example, Singapore and Hong Kong each raised

about US$ 33 billion between 1998 and 2007 through

this route.

But there are some notable examples that bear

witness to the efficacy of this idea. The Mumbai

Metropolitan Region Development Authority

(MMRDA), for example, has auctioned land in the

Bandra-Kurla Complex (BKC) and used the

proceeds to fund more than $4.5 billion of roads and

mass transit systems. Over the next five years,

MMRDA is expected to spend $20 billion, a

substantially portion of this by monetizing land.

Recently, the Municipal Corporation of Greater

Mumbai introduced a policy to charge developers a

premium, based on type of development, for all

projects that require a higher FAR. This is expected

to raise close to $500 million a year, enough to fund

$1.5 billion of infrastructure every year after

leveraging. Until this policy, higher FARs were

granted on a discretionary basis, serving as a lucrative

rent-seeking channel that in turn distorted the land

market. Our calculations show than monetizing land

could raise $58 per urban resident per year.

3. Design Integrated, Planned Spaces in
and Around Cities

We lack integrated master-planning in our cities.

Local governments prepare incomplete and disjointed

master-plans. For example, most cities lack 20-year

transportation master plans that integrate peak traffic

with land use. The completely predictable result is

haphazard development. Gurgaon, a city of about 1

million people, is an example. It has high rises and

shopping malls and golf courses and is supposed to

be the emblem of a rising and modern India. But it

also has water shortages, power cuts, no sewage

system and not nearly enough public transport.

In an ideal world, every Indian city would create

brilliantly comprehensive 20-year master plans, and

in fact we believe that they should be required to do

so. But to start the process of change, it makes sense

to take action on a smaller scale. We propose that

India’s big cities begin to develop three to five “large

spaces” in an integrated manner. And India’s smaller

cities each create at least one such “space”. These

spaces could be inside the cities or nearby. They could
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be 50 acres or 5,000 acres. The authority could be

local or state.

But they will have some common elements. They

will, for a start, have an economic strategy (financial

center, a light-manufacturing park, an innovation or

services cluster). They will have an integrated master-

plan. They will build tall. They will have planned

utilities based on the ultimate density and population.

The government would provide power, water, sewage,

and connectivity; in turn, the authority can monetize

its land assets.

Such well-planned pockets of urban excellence

could begin to transform of India’s urban landscape.

The Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT)

is such a work in progress. It’s the kind of place that

is common in China or Singapore— Singapore’s

Punggol is a dense 2,360-acre “new town” that will

house about 100,000 people when it is finished. The

area will be economically mixed, and everyone will

be walking distance to a rail station. Green spaces

and commercial developments are factored into the

planning. India should seek to build many new

Punggols.

4. Create Dedicated Agencies to Improve
Service Delivery to Citizens and Improve
“Ease of Doing Business”

The cumbersome decision-making processes of

too many government departments are a serious drag

on India’s ability to improve its citizens’ quality of

life. Every effective city in the world has institutions

with clear mandates, reliable budgets and clear lines

of authority to deliver specific things. For example,

Transport for London (TfL) is a corporatized agency

with an independent board. The CEO, appointed by

the mayor, runs operations. And while Londoners

grumble about the Tube as often as they do about

the weather, the system works.

Mumbai has one such agency and it has worked

well. Brihanmumbai Electric Supply and Transport

(BEST) is the city’s public transit operator and

electricity provider. The General Manager oversees

new routes, vendor selection, recruitment, and day-

to-day management.

The board is autonomous, allowing BEST to make

decisions quickly. This model should be extended, city

by city, to areas such as water, waste management

and transport.

Cities are complicated organisms. It takes

specific skills to deliver power, water, education,

transit, housing, health services, fire-fighting, police

protection, and economic development. India simply

does not have enough people with these skills.

A mid-term review of a major urban program,

for example, found that several state governments

had spent less than 30 percent of the funds allocated

because they did not have the expertise to develop

plans, identify priorities, raise funds, and execute

projects.

In addition to building the capacity and institutions,

we need to dramatically improve the “Ease of Doing

Business” in our cities to within top 50 to ensure the

economic vitality and job creation. This can be done

by decoupling all non-related procedures, centralizing

and digitizing applications and introducing a risk-based

approach for inspections.

5. Directly Elect Mayors and Give them
Authority

Given the scale and complexity of India’s

urbanization, the need for modern urban structures

is urgent. But they barely exist. The poor state of

governance in Indian cities is as obvious as the broken

traffic lights and piles of uncollected garbage. Simple

questions like “Who is responsible for running the

city?” have no answers. Or rather, the answer is

that no one is responsible.

In China, mayors are appointed, but the central

government gives them considerable leeway in how

to deliver economic growth and civic improvements.

In fact, being an effective mayor is becoming a well-

trodden path for advancement in the Communist
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Party. In the west, mayors are typically elected, and

urban residents are quick to hold them accountable.

India’s urban leaders lack both authority and

accountability. Surely, it is time for the world’s biggest

democracy to have elected leaders in the country’s

most visible and important places. And these 50 to

100 mayoral positions could allow ambitious young

politicians to build their managerial capabilities without

waiting to fill a ministerial berth.

The resistance to this idea comes at the state

level. Chief Ministers and lower-level authorities

don’t want effective mayors because they fear a

reduction in their own powers. It is a short-sighted

and ungenerous point of view; and given the state of

India’s cities, impossible to justify.

MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN

The political will to deal with India’s urban problems

has been lacking for decades. But at least now India’s

cities are being talked about; there are countless ideas

under discussion. The key is to begin to think

systematically. As citizens, we need to stop asking

that the roads be fixed and instead demand that the

institutions that build the roads be fixed. This will not,

of course, be easy. Resistance to change is strong,

particularly at the state level, where notables fear a

loss of power and patronage. It is the national

government, then, that needs to be the catalyst for

change.

These five initiatives will not dry the roads that

make Naina Dixit’s commute such a misery or bring

sewer services to the slums. What they will do,

however, is to create the capabilities—in the form of

people, agencies, and money—to allow India to

tackle its urban problems in a wholesale way. And

that would be the biggest change of all.














